
Introduction 

You may have won the first battle, but the war's just heatin' up. It's 
called escalation; you up the force to defeat your enemy and the 
enemy retaliates by one-upping you. With this war going on for 
years, you can imagine that $#!& is pretty hairy these days. 

It'll take strategy and cunning to overcome the locust horde, so 
we've developed this hardcore guide to help you out. With over 40 
hidden collectibles to find and countless headshots aching to be 
made, the classified intel contained in this guide will prove 
invaluable to green rookies and veteran cogs alike. 

In this Gears of War 2 strategy guide, you'll find: 

� BASICS // Basic gameplay strategy explained, with tips for 
slaying the locust swarms.  

� WALKTHROUGH // Our Gears of War 2 walkthrough 
tailored for hardcore difficulty, packed with tactical 
suggestions and the locations of hidden collectibles and 
ammo stashes.  

� SECRETS // A collectibles cheat sheet plus info on 
unlocking hidden characters.  
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Gears of War 2 Basics 

 

Though combat in Gears of War 2 does depend on skillful execution, sound tactics will actually decide your fate in battle. 
No matter how sweet you are with the headshot, you won't last long without a solid plan of attack and at least a hint of 
strategy. 

Battle Tactics
Using Cover, 

Reloads & E-Holes
Weapons >>

Battle Tactics

Flanking BATTLE TACTICS

You'll hear your squadmates screaming throughout the campaign, "Flank right!" And while the AI bots may come off 
a bit daft most of the time, this advice is actually good. By flanking opponents, you're effectively opening up a new 
weak spot in their defense.  
 
Imagine a square battlefield with your squad on one end and the enemy on the other. If the enemy is behind cover, 
he's pretty much sealed up any holes in his defense. However, if you push forward and flank in from the left or right, 
you'll open up his defense. That lone piece of cover that protected him from an attack from the front is no good 
when you come in from the side. Furthermore, you've closed up an escape route, limiting the enemy's mobility.  
 
When flanking an opponent, keep in mind a few things. First of all, work with your team. If your team leaves you 
hanging you just might be biting off more than you can chew. Also be sure to know the enemy's position. With some 
planning and spacing, an enemy force can anticipate and counter your flank. Don't be reckless.

Suppressive Fire BATTLE TACTICS

Blind firing over the top of cover usually won't score you any kills, but it is an effective way to keep the enemy at 
bay. Throw up some suppressive fire to stop a charging opponent and force him back into cover. You can also 
provide cover for your squadmates so that they can run up and heal any downed team members.

Retreat BATTLE TACTICS

If you get yourself into a dangerous situation, don't be afraid to retreat. Duck for cover and regain your health, or 
simply run away to put yourself in a more advantageous position. Even if you're outnumbered, you can one-by-one 
eliminate your opponents by fighting them on your terms. Don't get sucked into a firefight you can't win.

The Bum Rush BATTLE TACTICS

Though methodical gun fights will make up the majority of your Gears of War battles, there's the occasional time 
and place for a quick bum rush. Be overly aggressive when the opponent thinks he has you figured out.  
 
It's easy to get caught up in back-and-forth firefights with both sides in cover, a fact that's true for both your team 
and your opponents. Catch the opposition by surprise by rushing in with a Gnasher shotgun or frag grenade. You 
can make this tactic even more effective by covering the area with smoke before charging in. If your opponent isn't 
ready with a close-range arsenal, they'll be overwhelmed by the advantage of your guns (a frag grenade melee is 
almost impossible to avoid).
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Before braving the demanding battles of Gears of War 2, take time to familiarize yourself with the subtly deep cover 
system. Press the cover button to "slide" towards cover; swat turn to quickly change position; press into a corner and 
push the cover button to "cover slip" away from the wall and quickly move into a sprint; press into a short wall and tap 
the cover button to quickly hop over the ledge. Though it's very simple on the surface, there are some uses for cover 
that may not be obvious. Once you've mastered the controls, you should be able to implement these advanced tactics. 

Battle Tactics
Using Cover, 

Reloads & E-Holes
Weapons >>

Using the Cover System

Cover for Stealth USING THE COVER SYSTEM

This idea is most important during multi-player matches of Gears of War, though it'll work for you during the single-
player campaign as well. Think of cover as more than just a shield—yes, taking cover will protect you from bullets, 
but it will also protect you from being seen. Got the idea? Now put it to work.  
 
If you're good at transitioning between pieces of cover, you can effectively make yourself invisible to the opponent. 
Use swat turns to move between cover quickly, and use the clover slip to duck out from cover and move right into a 
full-on sprint. Effectively using cover will let you sneak up on watchful enemies, letting you press the tactical 
advantage in battle.

Super Speed USING THE COVER SYSTEM

Apart from making you difficult to see, taking cover can actually make you move more quickly. Try this out: Stand 
about two character lengths from a wall and simply run to it, then from the same distance press the cover button to 
charge towards the wall and take cover. Notice the difference in speed? You should. And while it may seem slight, 
the increase in speed you get when "sliding" into cover is very useful.  
 
Use this speed advantage to quickly run to popular hot spots in multi-player maps, letting you reach powerful 
weapons before anyone else. You can also use this extra quickness to make yourself a harder target. If you're 
being sniped, dash between cover to escape the bullets.
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Active Reload

Hit the reload button and watch the upper-right corner of the screen. Notice that meter that slowly trails right? Wait 
for the meter's needle to match up with the white area near the center of the meter. Press the reload button a 
second time at this point and you'll execute an active reload and speed up the usual reload time.  
 
Now here's how to do the active reload even better. If you time the second button press just as the needle hits the 
solid-white part of the meter, you'll perform a perfect reload. All of the new bullets you load into your gun will be 
powered-up, as indicated by the flashing bullets in your clip count at the top-right corner of the screen. These 
powered-up bullets deal extra damage that make taking down enemies a much quicker affair. In some instances, 
it's even worth blowing a clip just so you can perform a perfect reload and fill your gun with powered-up bullets.

Emergence Holes

Though the Locust enemies are your most obvious threat in the single-player campaign, emergence holes are 
actually the most dangerous. When emergence holes appear, they continually spawn new enemies for a set period 
of time. Even as you kill the enemies that appear, fresh Locust will climb up through the emergence holes to further 
drain your ammo supply.  
 
Fortunately, you can put an early stop to most emergence holes if you've got a frag grenade at the ready. When an 
emergence hole appears (usually highlighted by a point-of-interest trigger), quickly target it with a frag grenade and 
let loose. If you land the grenade in or near the hole, it'll close up, preventing more enemies from emerging. On the 
harder difficulties, it is imperative that you make an effort to close up these emergence holes. They're the absolute 
best use for your otherwise ho-hum grenades.

Battle Tactics
Using Cover, 

Reloads & E-Holes
Weapons >>

Rifles

Lancer RIFLES

OUR RATING // H H H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Close - Medium

The Lancer's got great power for tearing through enemies at close to medium range. A clip full of actively-reloaded 
ammo is good for a couple of kills, which is important when reloading your gun becomes a liability. And while the 
chainsaw bayonet is great in one-on-one encounters, it'll leave you vulnerable if you get surrounded, making it 
terrible against enemies like wretches and in crowded online spaces. If you go for a chainsaw kill, make sure there 
are no other enemies around.
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Hammerburst RIFLES

OUR RATING // H H H H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Medium - Long

We think the Hammerburst is the best overall weapon in the game. Its power isn't a match for the Lancer, but its 
accuracy and, more importantly, its zoom make it great for keeping opponents at a distance. The melee attack isn't 
as effective as the Lancer's in one-on-one battles, but the single butt of the Hammerburst is great for dispatching 
wretches.

Gnasher RIFLES

OUR RATING // H H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Close

In situations tailored for the shotgun, the Gnasher is the best weapon in your arsenal. In tight quarters where you're 
forced to get in the faces of your enemies, the Gnasher's ability to drop most enemies with a single shot makes it 
the gun of choice. The melee is effective against wretches and also good for following up on shotgun blasts that 
may have slightly missed their targets. If you pull the trigger to quickly and merely wound an enemy, you can follow 
up with a melee butt to finish the job. Generally, we'd say the Gnasher is better in multiplayer matches than in 
single-player skirmishes.

Longshot RIFLES

OUR RATING // H H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Medium - Long

The worst thing we can say about the Longshot is that its ammo capacity is pretty low, which means you'll want to 
avoid using it until you really need to. For that reason, it's difficult to make it your main weapon. But the Longshot is 
strangely effective in most every situation of the single-player game since you can always take cover from afar and 
pick off the enemies. Online, you've got more to worry about and should definitely use the Longshot more for 
surprise rather than your main offense. Still, the one-shot kills to the head give the gun a puncher's chance is any 
situation and can instantly turn the tide of a battle when used effectively.

Pistols

Snub Pistol PISTOLS

OUR RATING // H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Medium - Long

The Snub Pistol is bare-bones weaponry that, we're sad to say, should generally be your last resort. It's not the 
worst gun in the game, but it doesn't have any real strengths. The zoom on the gun makes it a good choice for 
picking off distance enemies if your only other choice is the Lancer, but the Snub's not got much power so it'll take a 
lot of accurate shots to drop an enemy.

Gorgon Pistol PISTOLS

OUR RATING // H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Short

Think of the Gorgon Pistol as a weird shotgun with a long recoil. It's got good power and even better range than the 
Gnasher shotgun, but between each shot of the Gorgon Pistol is a long gap of time where you're helpless. We don't 
really recommend the pistol, but it's not a terrible last resort.

Boltok Pistol PISTOLS

OUR RATING // H H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Medium - Long

This is by far our favorite pistol to have. Unlike the other single-handed weapons, the Boltok's got a unique use in 
its uber-powered shot that'll one-shot kill many enemies if you get 'em square in the head. The zoom on the pistol is 
very good, too, making it great for picking off opponents whose heads just barely peek out from distant cover. The 
Boltok's clip is very limited, however, so make sure shots count. Should you miss the crucial headshot, quickly 
follow up with a melee attack to try and finish off the enemy.
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Others

Scorcher Flamethrower OTHERS

OUR RATING // H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Close

In the single-player game, we found the Scorcher pretty much useless. It doesn't stop enemies in their tracks, and it 
doesn't kill enemies quickly. These traits are bad to have in a close-range weapon. We figure that online, the 
Scorcher has some use in confusing opponents and overwhelming them, but the single-player enemies aren't so 
afflicted and we suggest pretty much anything over this gun.

Boomshot OTHERS

OUR RATING // H H H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Medium - Long

If you've got the opportunity to pick up a Boomshot you probabaly should do so. The gun is not only effective at 
taking out big enemies that would otherwise eat up lots of your ammo, but it's also good for taking our groupings of 
enemies as well as enemies that are hiding behind cover (just drop the shot behind their cover and the blast will 
take them out). Obviously, the limitation is that Boomshot ammo is hard to come by so don't get too attached to the 
weapon. When you drop a gun to pick up the Boomshot, swap it for something you can easily replace once the 
Boom' has spent its load.

Torque Bow OTHERS

OUR RATING // H H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Medium - Long

The Torque Bow's strength is in its instant-kill power. No matter where you hit an opponet, so long as your shot 
sticks, you're pretty much guaranteed an instant kill unless up against one of the bigger enemies in the single-
player game. The big limitation of the gun is the wind-up time before you can launch the arrow and stick it into your 
target. Before you pop out of cover to take aim, pull the bow's trigger to start this wind up. When the bow is fully 
cocked, then you can pull out from cover to aim the shot at your target. Release the trigger to tag the enemy.

Hammer of Dawn OTHERS

OUR RATING // H H H H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Medium - Long

The Hammer of Dawn needs a flat surface with a view of the sky. Pick your target and hold it for a second while 
pulling the trigger to bring down the Hammer. Once the fire starts raining from the sky, you can then move the 
marker around to lead the beam toward enemies. It's deadly effective at sweeping over enemies in cover and even 
good online for attacking popular areas where enemies may be. Even if you don't see an enemy doesn't mean he's 
not there, so use the Hammer preemptively. It's a deadly effective weapon, though only if you've got ample cover to 
hide behind and your opponents don't catch onto what you're doing. Its slowness means that aggressive enemies 
can get to you before the Hammer drops.

Mulcher OTHERS

OUR RATING // H H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Medium

The Mulcher has uses, but they're not as broad as other weapons. But what's great about this chaingun is that you 
can pick it up without sacrificing any of your current weapon stock, lugging the Mulcher around until its served its 
use and then tossing it by the wayside. Set up behind cover and plop the Mulcher on top to unload a seemingly 
endless barrage of bullets to stop a horde in its tracks. Accuracy is not a strong suit of the gun, but that's okay—it's 
still effective in supression or tearing up any enemy that dares to step in the line of fire.
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Gears of War 2 Walkthrough 

 

Mortar OTHERS

OUR RATING // H H H EFFECTIVE RANGE // Medium - Long

The Mortar has very specific uses, generally good against large vehicle and enemies in outdoor environs. Aim the 
Mortar to drop down and pull the trigger to charge up the range. A meter in the center of the screen displays the 
range charge, so pay attention. Simply tapping the Mortar trigger will usually give you a shot that's short of your 
target. The Mortar rounds are slow to fall from the sky, so hope that your target is stationary or try to anticipate its 
movement. The damage potential is enormous—entire battles can be squelched with a single shot—but the Mortar 
isn't good for everything.

INDEX ACT 1 ACT 2 ACT 3 ACT 4 ACT 5

Walkthrough Index

Tip of the Spear ACT 1

01 Welcome to Delta

02 Desperation

03 Desperation (cont.)

04 Desperation (cont.)

05 Rolling Thunder

06 Rolling Thunder (cont.)

07 The Big Push

08 Roadblocks

09 Roadblocks (cont.)

10 Roadblocks (cont.)

11 Roadblocks (cont.)

12 Digging In

Denizens ACT 2

13 Scattered

14 Scattered (cont.)

15 Indigenous Creatures

16 Indigenous Creatures (cont.)

17 Indigenous Creatures (cont.)

18 Disturbing Revelations

19 Disturbing Revelations (cont.)

20 Sinking Feeling

21 Sinking Feeling (cont.)

22 Captivity

23 Captivity (cont.)
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24 Captivity (cont.)

25 Intestinal Fortitude

26 Intestinal Fortitude (cont.)

27 Intestinal Fortitude (cont.)

Gathering Storm ACT 3

28 Dirty Little Secrets

29 Origins

30 Origins (cont.)

31 Origins (cont.)

32 Origins (cont.)

33 Rude Awakening

34 Rude Awakening (cont.)

35 Rude Awakening (cont.)

36 Rude Awakening (cont.)

37 Ascension

38 Ascension (cont.)

39 Ascension (cont.)

40 Displacement

41 Displacement (cont.)

42 Brakish Waters

Hive ACT 4

43 Priorities

44 Priorities (cont.)

45 Answers

46 Answers (cont.)

47 Hornets' Nest

48 Hornets' Nest (cont.)

49 Hornets' Nest (cont.)

50 Hornets' Nest (cont.)

51 Hornets' Nest (cont.)

52 No Turning Back

53 No Turning Back (cont.)

54 No Turning Back (cont.)

55 The Best-Laid Plans

56 The Best-Laid Plans (cont.)

57 Royal Inquisition

58 Royal Inquisition (cont.)
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At the start of the game, you're given the option to go through a brief tutorial. You start the tutorial with a 
bit of walking and a lot of talking—more talking than we, as uber manly men, are comfortable with. Around 
the time you're asked to take cover, look on the ground for The Eagle Newspaper behind an up-turned desk. A bit later, 
Dom asks you to show the rook' how to shoot. Take aim at the bottles on the other side of a nearby car and follow 
Dom's suggestions as he has you swap between blind fire, normal aiming, and shooting with your pistol. 

Just around the corner, after the rookie gets scared, hop over a nearby barricade by taking cover behind it and then 
pressing into the barricade while also pressing amazing cover/evade/run/mantle button. You can bash down a fence in 
the area beyond the barricade with the interact button, which is about when you hit a checkpoint. 

59 Royal Inquisition (cont.)

Aftermath ACT 5

60 Escape

61 Escape (cont.)

62 Desperate Stand

63 Desperate Stand (cont.)

64 Free Parking

65 Free Parking (cont.)

66 Free Parking (cont.)

67 Free Parking (cont.)

68 Free Parking (cont.)

69 Tenuous Footing

70 Tenuous Footing (cont.)

71 Tenuous Footing (cont.)

72 Closure

INDEX ACT 1 ACT 2 ACT 3 ACT 4 ACT 5

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 >>

Welcome to Delta 2 COLLECTIBLES

1 / 2
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Stock up on grenades with the conveniently placed stash on the basketball court. You get a chance to test your throwing 
arm just ahead—toss a grenade into the second story of a nearby building to take out a hiding wretch. When the rookie 
screws up, revive your teammates and continue to the garage. 

Switch to the Lancer machinegun so you can saw through the barricade and move into the garage. 
There's not much up here, though you can stock up on ammo via the stash in the corner before climbing 
down the ladder at the far end of the garage. A point-of-interest view urges you toward a nearby street, 
though if you turn the opposite direction you can head into a warehouse and examine a dresser for the Ambulance 
Driver's Log. Go to the highlighted road to hit the next checkpoint. 

2 / 2
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Follow the team upstairs and you'll soon see your first bit of action. The upstairs hall splits in two directions, both halls 
surrounding the open courtyard below. Go either way, take cover against the windows, and wait for the small batch of 
locusts to march in. As the enemy group surrounds the cart of explosive canisters, fire on the canisters to take out the 
group in one go. 

If you took a left at the previously mentioned branch in the hallway, look for an opened door opposite the 
windows overlooking the courtyard. There's a small hospital room with a Doctor's Journal of Dr. 
Nicolette Shannon on the floor in front of a the cabinet. Follow the crew down the hall to another large 
room and a checkpoint. 

You can press up against the railing overlooking the room below and drill the locusts trying to flee along the left side. 
After taking care of them, go left and take cover at the close end of the walkway as a couple of baddies start firing at you 
from the far end. Clear 'em out from cover, then head to the end of the walkway and collect the dropped guns from the 
locust carcases. 

INDEX ACT 1 ACT 2 ACT 3 ACT 4 ACT 5

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 >>

Desperation 5 COLLECTIBLES

1 / 5
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The path splits here and Marcus urges Dom to the right. Take the left route and cover behind something while a pair of 
locusts appear at the end of the hall. They get drilled to death by fire coming through the windows, saving you the hassle 
of picking 'em off. Round the next corner and take cover just outside a sliding doorway that leads into a disheveled 
laboratory. There's a pair of locusts inside that you can safely pick off with fire, or toss in a grenade—there's more 
grenade stock in the side room left of the locusts. Go into lab when it's clear, but watch out for another enemy through 
the doorway on the right. 

Go through the next door and down a gated stairway to the lower level. There's nothing in the room just 
past the stairwell, but in the larger room beyond that is a locust or two that your buddies are fighting from 
the other side. Help 'em out, then join the crew in the large room. On the counter in the center of the room 
you'll find the Jacinto Medical Center File of Jonathan Harper. 

2 / 5
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Lead the crew through the next doorway (they're taking cover around it) and you'll hit another checkpoint while stepping 
through an automatic door and out to a large courtyard. Take cover behind the nearby railing and clear out any locusts 
in the courtyard before venturing out there. As you reach the far end of the yard, a reaver swoops down. Unload on the 
reaver, but don't be surprised when it takes off after absorbing just a few shots. 

Head up the stairs on the opposite end of the yard and back indoors to hit another checkpoint. Follow the hall that turns 
right and then left, leading to another large hospital room with a few locusts inside. Take cover outside the room, against 
the windows, and fire in to clear it out. 

The next hall splits left and right, both directions surrounding the hospital mess hall in the center. Take the 
left path and look for a small side room with a desk and the Cog Letterhead which you can grab before 
stepping into the mess hall to clear out the few locusts inside. If you're low on ammo, go into the kitchen 
adjacent to the mess hall and look for a door you can kick down, leading to a freezer with a nice stash of bullets. 

INDEX ACT 1 ACT 2 ACT 3 ACT 4 ACT 5

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 >>

Desperation (cont.) 5 COLLECTIBLES

3 / 5
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Past the mess hall is two-tiered foyer. As you step out to the lower floor, a friendly ship crashes through the ceiling as a 
few locusts ambush you from above. There are stairways on either side of the foyer that lead to the upper level. Quickly 
take to the nearest stairway and flank the locusts while they think they've got the upper hand. Drill 'em into submission 
from the side. 

 

 

 

Press forward and you'll reach the top of a dual-directional grand stairway. Go to the right on the upper 
level and at the end of the walkway is the Cog Proclamation on the ground. Grab it, then head 
downstairs for another checkpoint. 

INDEX ACT 1 ACT 2 ACT 3 ACT 4 ACT 5

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 >>

Desperation (cont.) 5 COLLECTIBLES

4 / 5
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The checkpoint and setting should be enough to let you know that stuff's about to go down. Quickly take cover behind 
the box-shaped counter in the center of the large room. From behind the counter, you've got 360 degrees of cover, 
which is good as locusts start pouring into the room from the surrounding doorways. Pick 'em off and feel free to 
exercise your grenade throwing arm to clear out the small groups of enemies. When the enemies are dead, the power 
comes back on and the next doorway opens. 

Through the next couple of doors, you'll hit the streets which are currently overrun with locusts. Take 
cover at the stoop of the building and fire down to clear what enemies you can see. Before heading down 
the stairs, look just right of the doorway you came through to reach the streets and you'll find Cog Tag 
CSID:085177-MJ3V5-PB. 

Go down the stairs (any of the three or so stairways) and watch the right for enemies down the street. You need to start 
pushing down the street, taking cover behind cars to get closer and closer. Watch the left side of the street for an 
opening in a storefront—you can mantle through the window and push through the empty store to flank the locusts from 
the left. Make your way to the end of the street to trigger a cut scene that brings you to the next stage. 

5 / 5
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The first collectible is right behind Fenix at the start of the stage, attached to a wall of the rig you're riding. 
Grab the Grindlift Notice before a cut scene takes over and a checkpoint hits. 

Quickly run up to the turret mounted on a platform on the left side of the rig and man the gun. There's nothing you can 
do to save your compatriot vessels, so just worry about yourself. At first, there's nothing for you to shoot, though you can 
practice with the gun. After a rock falls and almost topples your rig, you'll need to start destroying the incoming mortar 
rounds—get hit three times and you'll have to start over. 

A couple of tips: 1) The turret has to build up speed before it will start firing. Constantly feather the trigger to keep the 
turret's barrel spinning so that when you need to fire you can simply hold down the trigger and shoot without waiting for 
the turret to gain momentum; 2) The turret will overheat if you fire a constant stream of bullets for too long. To cool down 
the barrel more quickly, rapidly tap the reload button. You'll get a chance to lay into the trigger as a reaver pulls up along 
your left side and tries to ram the rig. Drill it until it goes away. 

INDEX ACT 1 ACT 2 ACT 3 ACT 4 ACT 5

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 >>

Rolling Thunder 2 COLLECTIBLES

1 / 2
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A cut scene gives you another checkpoint as you hop off the rig and need to defend your position. You 
can take cover behind the fallen columns on the ground and wait for a few locusts to come from the far 
end of the yard, though we suggest quickly running to the left to grab some ammo, some grenades and, more 
importantly, the Munitions Requisition Form. 

The locusts come up from an emergence hole, which is the first yet you've encountered in the game. If you played lots of 
the first game, you know how to take these out: toss a grenade into it. The first e-hole crops up on the left behind the 
enemy's cover and the second is on the right. Take cover behind the fallen column on the left and drill the enemies until 
they expire. 

INDEX ACT 1 ACT 2 ACT 3 ACT 4 ACT 5

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 >>

Rolling Thunder (cont.) 2 COLLECTIBLES

2 / 2
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Soon, a host of locusts appear on the upper level to your right. Take cover behind something that'll put your back 
parallel to the enemy fire—we found the end of one of the broken columns easiest for cover and having a good shot. 
Before long, another quick batch of locusts crop up from an emergence hole behind the first two. You're getting 
overwhelmed, so when prompted run back to the rig and climb the ladder to the top of Betty. 

 

 

Run up to the turret on the upper platform of the rig and man it. A scripted scene plays out with swarm of locusts pouring 
onto the scene. Feel free to spray your bullets, but there's not much that's pressing until another rig pulls up alongside 
you. This rig is overrun by locusts, so get to shooting, making sure especially that you keep all enemies away from the 
turret on the other rig. 

Enemies will keep mounting the other rig, usually in pairs. Eventually, they'll start mounting your very own Betty. You 
may be able to shoot 'em with the turret, though the two guys helping you out should be able to take care of the 
enemies. Just focus on defending against the other rig and, when prompted, shoot through the front windows of the 
other rig to kill the driver. And remember that you can speed up the cooling process of your gun barrel by rapidly tapping 
the reload button. 

INDEX ACT 1 ACT 2 ACT 3 ACT 4 ACT 5

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 >>

The Big Push 0 COLLECTIBLES
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After the brief cut scene, you're still on the rig and once again must run up to the turret to take control. This time, 
however, you'll be defending against the brumaks approaching your convoy, mostly from the left. Target the brumaks' 
faces and drill 'em, being sure to watch the heat of your gun and to rapidly tap the reload button to cool it down between 
targets. The first brumak shows up on your immediate left, the second on the left and ahead of you, to fourth crosses 
right in front of you and stays on your right just before a corpser pops up in front of the rig and stops you in your tracks. 

Drill the corpser a bit and it'll retreat, re-appearing on the mountainside as a final brumak emerges in front of the rig, 
down the road a bit. Focus on the brumak to bring it down before the rig reaches it, letting you continue to the next 
stage. 
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Your crew gathers around the doorway into a nearby building. Kick the door three times to knock it down, 
then head into the bar. Hop over the bar and you can grab some ammo before going upstairs for even 
more ammo, the Jacinto Sentinel Newspaper and some grenades. 

Go back downstairs and through the hall on the lower level. There are tickers just outside the building and you've gotta 
clear 'em out so that the rig can continue down the street. The tickers are basically little kamikaze guys—they've got no 
range attacks, their only goal to get close to you so that they can explode. Thankfully, they don't explode immediately. 
When a ticker gets close enough, it'll stop in place and start the exploding process, which gives you time to dive out of 
the way and avoid the ensuing blast. You can also pepper the little guys with bullets from afar to detonate them before 
they even get near. 

Go out to the yard beyond the next door and watch for a couple of tickers that blast through a fence on the other side of 
the street. Go through the hole in the fence to a back alley and follow it around the next building. You'll have to chainsaw 
through some boards to get back to the street where you can expect another batch of tickers—coming from a hole in a 
wall across the street and further down to the right—you need to keep at bay. 
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With the kickers gone, march down the street and look for a small cemetary to the right. You can grab the 
Memorial Inscription from off the wall along with a couple of grenades from the ground. Continue down 
the street behind your compadres and you'll soon hit a checkpoint. 

 

 

See the nemacyst floating in the air above? Time to shoot 'em down! They don't take many bullets to kill, but they will be 
launching mortars at you while you fire so take cover. As well, a locust takes up a turret further down the street, making 
cover all the more important. Shoot down the nemacyst and then push closer to the turret so you (or your buddies) can 
take it out. Wait for the Troika gunner to turn away from you so that you can pick off his head with a zoom weapon (pistol 
or Hammerburst). 

2 / 4
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The street leads to a larger yard ahead with another Troika gunner to the left. Just take cover and don't risk getting 
yourself killed against it. Before long, a friendly rig will smash the turret gunner from behind, taking him out for you. With 
the gunner killed, it's safe to hit the next cross street. Go inside the gas station and look for the Truck Driver's Note on 
the floor. 

On the end of the street opposite where the last Troika gunner was, look for a low fence to the left that you can hop over 
to circumvent the massive fence blocking the street. There's nothing to watch for on the next road until it leads you into a 
dark, dark tunnel. You'll hit a checkpoint just before another batch of tickers starts scurrying toward you from the dark. 

Stand back and try to pick off the tickers from a distance. As before. they only take a bullet or two to explode so be quick 
to scan the area and zap anything that moves. Nailing your active reloads here is key as being stuck in the reload 
animation is enough to get you killed. Don't move forward past your team until you're sure the current crop of tickers is 
done. 
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You won't get much further into the tunnel before even more tickers arrive. Don't bother taking cover 
behind the nearby car as it'll just get in the way of your shots (and won't protect you against getting blown 
up). When you clear this batch of tickers, look for small passage that branches off the left side of the tunnel. On the floor 
you'll find Cog Tag CSID:59 5 50 6-GK8C6-9A. 

Return to the main tunnel and go up a small stairway that leads to a room that runs parallel to the tunnel. There are a 
few tickers to watch for here as you move through the room and out the other side, back to the tunnel. Keep pushing 
forward through the darkness and through the tickers. If a ticker gets close to you, remember that it's better to dive out of 
the way than it is to blow up the ticker while it's in your face. 

As you near the end of the tunnel, a reaver drops down to block your path. Take cover behind the ruined car to the left 
and drill the locust sitting on the back of the reaver to knock it out while your squad focuses on the reaver's head. After 
killing the locust rider, put your own bullets into the reaver's head to drop it, letting you out of the tunnel to hit a 
checkpoint. 
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The street ahead is under heavy mortar fire and you're given the option to take to the hotel or the rooftops. For the sake 
of this guide, we'll take the rooftops path to the right. Run upstairs and you'll take on a couple of locusts on the rooftop. 
Clear 'em, then go around the next corner and climb a ladder to the upper rooftop. Expect a lone locust with a mortar in 
hand to be huddled up near the wall. Take him out (shotgun or chainsaw works), then grab his mortar launcher. 

 

 

A point-of-interest view highlights a weakened rooftop across the way that you can blow up for the two guys that took the 
hotel route. Aim the mortar and hold down the trigger to charge up the range to the max before releasing the shot. You 
can now return to the base of the ladder and wait for your bot, Jack, to cut open the next doorway. As you're waiting, 
return to the rooftop, grab the mortar, and start lobbing shots over the top of the rooftop on your side of the street. 
There's a balcony you can't see right now (we promise it's there) with more locusts and you can thin 'em out now if you 
mortar the balcony before going there. 
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Go back to the base of the ladder and kick in the door that Jack cleared for you. You'll pass through an empty building to 
the other balcony we suggested you motar. Take cover in the doorway and clear out any remaining baddies before 
stepping out, collecting ammo, and then grabbing a well-stocked mortar launcher. 

With the mortar launcher in hand, go back toward the doorway and note the tunnel opening in the mountainside. A 
brumak plods out the tunnel and you need to kill it before it can take down your friendly rig (it's on the streets behind 
you). Go to the corner of the balcony nearest the tunnel opening and just before the brumak steps outside the tunnel, 
tap the trigger to launch a close mortar. It should catch the brumak as it emerges. Time your active reload so you can 
quickly launch another mortar, always just tapping the trigger (don't charge it!) to make sure you don't overshoot the 
target. After nailing the enemy with a few rounds, it'll breathe its last. 
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If you don't already have one in hand, immediately grab a nearby mortar launcher and aim at the cemetary off the front 
end of the derrick. An emergence hole opens up just right of a tallish spire between two stairways. After that, some 
locusts pour into the graveyard from the right. Lob mortars—charged about halfway before releasing—to take out the 
enemies in groups. 

Watch carefully for motar-wielding locusts that appear at the far-right end of the cemetary and be sure to target them 
immediately so that they don't get you first. A squad of boomers also enters the scene and while they're not as nasty as 
the motar crew you'll still want to get 'em quickly. 

Near the end of this battle, a pair of reavers drop into the graveyard and take aim at your rig. If you've got motars left 
(and we hope you do), launch 'em at full charge to hit the distant enemies. If they don't go down from the motar rounds, 
finish the pair with machinegun fire. The rig's turret is open, but unless you're real lucky its probably already destroyed. 
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At the start of this chapter, Marcus urges Dom to split up and you're left in a relatively non-linear cavern. There are many 
ways to go, though follow these directions to mimmic our path through the cavern. Turn around and climb a ladder to an 
upper level, then follow that path to the left. Just as Anya radios you, you'll reach a split in the path, with one route going 
left and over a bridge. Follow the bridge to the left and the path will curl left uphill. 

You'll keep straight for a while before the cavern closes up a bit. You'll reach another split in the path—stay right and 
hug the right wall to find some vines that you can chew through with your chainsaw. Through the wall of vines, the 
cavern opens up again and you'll do battle with a horde of locusts that are, at present, fighting Carmine at the opposite 
end of the cavern. 
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Quickly take cover behind a short wall and start drilling the enemies from behind. Clear the area and then reunite with 
Carmine at the far end of the cavern to collect ammo and some grenades from in front of the broken grindlifts. You'll 
need a functional grindlift to chew a hole through the cavern wall. Marcus puts Jack the bot on repair duty just as 
emergence holes open up where you just finished killing enemies. 

Turn toward the enemy advancement and run to the right side of a large wall that separates the plateau you're on from 
the locusts below. There's an emergence hole along the wall to the right and it's within range of a grenade. Drop a 
grenade into it to shut it up, then pick off any locusts that've come from it. Note that we encountered a bug that caused 
the e-hole to stay open even after we dropped grenades right into. This ocurred twice out of the three times we played 
the section, so keep it mind. 

After closing up the emergence hole on the right, go to the left side of the same wall you're hiding behind and try to thin 
out the locusts enough that you can step out and toss a hail mary grenade at the e-hole in the far left corner of the 
cavern. If you can't get to it, no worry—you can also just hold your ground and drill away at the enemies. Eventually, a 
handful of tickers will swarm you. Keep 'em away (or jump out of the way). 
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Just as you've cleared out the invasion, Jack finishes repairing the grindlift. You should stock up on ammo dropped by 
the locusts (definitely want a Hammerburst handy) before activating the grind lift to tear a hole in the cavern wall. Follow 
the grindlift as it clears a path for you. It'll open up to another large cavern and a checkpoint, leaving you and your crew 
on an upper walkway. Your posse tears down the hill to the left, but if you've got a Hammerburst you're better off staying 
where you are. 

Instead of turning left down the hill, turn right to the edge of the upper walkway. Look below and you can spot a locust 
horde pushing left toward your crew. From this vantage point, take aim and zoom in on the locusts to pick 'em off from 
above. You're very safe where you are and should be able to fire relentlessly, only occasionally taking breaks to let your 
health regenerate. Watch for locust reinforcements that come through the tunnels to the right one and two at a time. 

Eventually you'll have to watch for some tickers that come from the tunnels and take them down before they can explode 
your squad. After them, a pair of boomers slowly plod toward you. They'll launch mortar-like rockets at you, though you 
can easily dodge them. As a bonus, since they're aiming all their shots at you, your crew is left to drill the boomers with 
fire without getting blown up. 
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When you've cleared the area below, go ahead and regroup with your team, stocking up on ammo from the fallen 
enemies. You can even grab the Boomshots dropped by the boomers to add some punch to your arsenal. Look for a 
ramp that leads you into the left tunnel. Follow the tunnel into a dark cavern to hit another checkpoint. 

Move through the darkness, following a trail of red-glowing plantlife that marks the trail. As you further into the darkness, 
a pack of wretches bears down on you. Fire on them while they're at a distance, but once the wretches get close don't 
even think about trying to gun 'em down. Instead, focus on melee attacks to put them down and then continue down the 
path. There's another wall of vine that you can break through with melee attacks, though there's also a conveniently 
placed Lancer rifle on the ground if you prefer to saw through the problem. 
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Take special note of the giant rockworm cruising around just ahead of you. A point-of-interest view highlights a glowing 
plant on the cavern ceiling—shoot the plant down and the worm will rush to it, forming a ring-like barrier. Go ahead, get 
close to it. You can take cover behind the worm without worrying about it hurting you. Think this'll be important later on? 
We do! 

For now, follow the cavern pathway and watch the left wall. After the path narrows around a tree and then 
widens again, you'll find a vine covering on the left that you can tear through with melee attacks to get to 
an ammo stash and the Gear's Journal. Return to the main path and it'll split up ahead, just as you reach 
a checkpoint. 

Bucking tradition, we suggest taking the route to the left. There's a locust checkpoint just ahead complete with a Troika 
turret. Run toward the camp and look for cover on your right. There are actually two suitable cover spots, but you need 
to get behind the cover that's nearest to the locusts—when you reach it, a rockworm will crawl out from the left toward 
the glowing plant between you and the enemies. Run up behind the worm and take cover along its side. From this close, 
you can easily toss a grenade behind the Troika gunner to move the odds of the battle in your favor. 
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With the turret disabled, you can focus on picking off the remaining enemies from your spot behind the worm. Make 
certain that no other locust takes up Troika duty and watch for more enemies to come from the upper area behind the 
locust checkpoint. When the enemies are all dead, scour the checkpoint for ammo, including a couple of crates of 
Boomshot rounds. 

 

 

Climb the ladder behind the locust checkpoint and watch for a couple of tickers that come at you from the right. The path 
splits;to the left is a dead end, but there're also grenades and Boomshot rounds worth grabbbing before following the 
path to the right. Expect a couple more tickers, but more worrysome is the emergence hole that opens up just ahead. 
There's ample cover for getting close—use the rockworm to your advantage—so that you can toss a grenade into the 
hole and close it up. 
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You hit a checkpoint just ahead as the cavern opens up and enemy snipers take aim at you from afar. Grab the 
Longshots at the base of the grindlift to the right and then take cover behind the sandbags on the left. From here you 
can very safely and systematically pick off the snipers and Troika gunner that are holding you down in your position. 
Hold your spot until you're sure all of the snipers are down, then make your way over the bridge-like pass ahead. 

The path splits again and we see to reason not to resume the tradition of keeping to the right. Take the right path and 
you get a chance to pick off a small group of locusts far, far below if you've got a Longshot handy (there's one nearby if 
you don't). We're not certain on this, but we believe killing these guys now spares you having to fight them a little later 
on. Continue up the path and, just as you climb a ladder, it'll soon reach another locust checkpoint guarded by myriad 
locusts, including a Troika gunner. 

There's lots of cover to get behind, letting you push closer to the Troika turret. If you go left, you can get close and be 
able to toss out a grenade from complete safety to take out the gunner. As you're clearing out the rest of the enemies, 
your buddies that took the other path join you in the fight.  
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When all of the locusts are dead, quickly take control of the Troika turret and point it all the way to the left. A reaver 
swoops down but you can tear through it quickly with the power of the turret. After killing the reaver, Marcus urges the 
crew to scour for ammo though we suggest sticking to the turret. A large service door nearby soon opens up, letting in a 
ticker, a wretch, a few locusts (we think fewer if you sniped the roving pack earlier) and two dangerous boomers. If 
you're behind the turret you've got nothing to worry about. 

With the checkpoint finally cleared, look for the Kantus Scroll behind a short transport cart. Move through 
the door and follow the path as it winds down to a checkpoint, eventually leading you behind a group of 
locusts terrorizing your homies with mortars. Converge on the locusts quickly to take 'em out—a grenade 
or Boomshot round will do the trick nicely. 

You're not done here yet. You can further help your fellow cogs below by manning the nearby Troika turret and mowing 
down the line of locusts taking cover behind some short walls to the right. Alternatively, you can grab one of the mortar 
launchers dropped by by the locusts you just faced. When you've finished here, follow the path to the right, going further 
downhill to the next chapter. 
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You'll wade through the water a bit before hitting more dry land ahead. At the base of a tall stairway is a sniper rifle you 
can grab—we opted to drop our Boomshot in exchange for the Longshot and later sorta regretted it. At the top of the 
stairs is a locust fortress that you've got to assault. Hide behind the nearby cover and move toward the left side of the 
battlefield. If you took the Longshot, you can use it to snipe the heads of the locusts taking cover near the structure. 

Look at the ceiling to the left and you can spot a piece of glowing plantlife that you can shoot down to attract a rockworm 
from the side of the battlefield. If you don't have the Longshot, the rockworm will provide useful cover for getting closer to 
the enemies. Watch out for a few tickers that crawl out toward you—we sort of ignored them until they got close, then 
just dove out of the way before they exploded. 
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And eventually, the main doorway of the locust fortresses opens up, unleashing a pack of wretches backed by the 
pressure of the katus. Try to lay out the wretches first since they'll blitz you and then unload your Longshot/Boomshot 
rounds on the kantus's face. When the area is clear, move through the doorway they left open and look for the Locust 
Emblem on the ground to the right, next to a box of Boomshot ammo. 

 

 

Move further forward and you'll soon hit a checkpoint just before getting the option to take a route to the left or to the 
right. Go to the right and your left. The passage leads you alongside a locust dugout with a pair of Troika gunners aiming 
for you. Thankfully, there's also a roving rockworm that you can take cover behind. If you've got a sniper rifle, move to 
the rockworm's head before stopping to pop the heads off the gunners. If you don't have a sniper rifle, just keep cover 
and follow the rockworm around to the other side of the dugout where you can hit the turret gunners from the side. 

With the turret nest cleared out, move inside and pull the lever to the right to open up a large door. Follow the next path 
to a ladder and climb up to an upper level with a Troika gunner to your left. Be ready with a close-range or rapid-fire 
attack to take out the locust since you've really got no cover, and then continue forward. 
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Further ahead and on your left is a locust squad holding down your squadmates further back. You've got the upper hand 
so you should have no problem sniping the Troika gunner and then thinning out the rest of the baddies. Watch out 
especially for the kantus who won't hesitate to toss toxic grenades your way. 

Your buddies will eventually storm the trenches below but we suggest keeping to higher ground to provide support. A 
boomer will show up eventually and you should be totally safe to tag him in the face from a position behind cover on this 
upper landing. When all enemies are killed, a cut scene takes over and leaves you in the next chapter. 

 

 

Follow the crew down into the ruined city of Ilima. You won't see any action until after you hit a checkpoint, but when the 
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bullets do start flying you'll want to take cover behind a car to the left. There are some locusts to concern yourself with 
but not until after you've downed the bloodmounts charging about. Target the heads of the bloodmounts to take 'em 
down quickly, then clear the immediate area. There's a mortar launcher amid the concrete dividers to the left that should 
help. 

When you can, look to the right side of the street for an ammo box. Just behind the ammo box is a short 
wall you can vault over and just past that, to the right, is a pair of locust snipers. Take cover and pick 
them off, then look behind an upside-down car for the Ilima City Help-Wanted Ad. 

If you don't have it already, go back and grab the mortar launcher we mentioned earlier and then start moving down the 
street to catch up with Carmine and Dom. As your camera conspicuously wobbles a bit, crouch down and get ready to 
lob a mortar at the reaver that lands straight in front of you. Just tap the trigger to launch the mortar a short distance and 
it should rain down on the enemy. Repeat as necessary, then regroup with the team around the corner and move down 
the street to a checkpoint. 

Watch the point-of-interest view that highlights a corpser retreating into the hillside as a massive bridge shoots out. If 
you managed to lug the mortar launcher this far (we did!), start charging up a full-range shot to the center of the bridge 
as soon as it sets. A pack of locusts will pour down the bridge and start firing on you, and a mortar is a good way to start 
the fight. There're a sniper rifle and some grenades behind you and to the left if you need to stock up. 

1 / 2
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After killing a number of the locusts, a reaver swoops down and lands on the other side of the wall that provides your 
only cover. Toss a grenade under its belly to soften it up and (hopefully) take out its riders. With the riders killed, it 
should be easier to poke your head out to apply some fire to the beast, though you'll still have to watch out for the 
rockets launched by the reaver. When the reaver's dead, the wall to the right collapses. 

 

 

Go through the fallen wall and the path splits left and right, though both routes lead to the same area. Still, we suggest 
going left to find some spare ammo and 'nades before finding the entrance to a building just across the burning bridges. 
There's a checkpoint as you step inside just before an ambush takes your team by surprise. 
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Immediately after the cut scene, turn right and take cover in the covered area at the corner of the building. From here 
you've got a good shot on most enemies. Focus first on the shotgun-wielding, occasionally-grenade-throwing guys on 
the far left side of the second level. But don't risk too much in this battle—before everyone's killed, a surprise hero 
shows up and bails you out of the fight. 

After the lovefest cut scene, look on the other side of a wall left of the hall where your homies for a corpse 
and Cog Tag CSID:085177-MJ3V5-PB. Move outdoors and you'll hit a checkpoint upon reaching the 
base of an uphill graveyard. Quickly take cover behind a nearby gravestone as a reaver descends upon 
the crew. You can unload some shotgun blasts into the belly of the beast for a quick takedown, or simply drop a grenade 
underneath it. 

Of course, the reaver isn't the only enemy here. Start pushing uphill, moving between gravestones to keep safe as you 
push toward the locusts that threaten to cross the bridge at the top of the yard. After going through a few standard locust 
soldiers, watch for tickers that'll scurry over. Blow 'em up early in hopes of causing explosions that damage the kantuses 
that are also at the other end of the bridge. Clear the area, then cross the bridge, stock up on ammo, and move forward 
to the next chapter. 

2 / 2
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Lead the crew forward, through a worm hole, and to a checkpoint before reaching a bunch of locust 
capsules. You'll find another familiar face inside one of the capsules. After regrouping, follow the crew to 
an open area with some cages and look to the right for the Stranded's Journal of Jennifer. 

Go back to the main path and a point-of-interest view will show a beast barge in the not-so-distant distance. Just around 
the corner to the left is a pair of locusts and another locust or two comes off the barge in front of a boomer. Take cover 
behind the nearest tipped-over capsule and take out the closest guys first. From here you can also pick off the boomer 
as he lumbers down the ramp off the barge, though if you let him get to the base of the ramp before killing him you can 
grab his Boomshot before a cut scene moves you onto the ship. 

Immediately turn right on the ship and take cover behind the last protrusion on the ground. A lift platform drops down at 
the right end of the ship and with it comes a grinder enemy, a boomer-style biggun armed with a nasty chaingun. You 
should be able to drill him dead pretty quickly from where you are, then grab his gun and ride the lift up to the next level. 
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There's a lever on the second level that opens up the surrounding holding cells but there's no one in them. Head to the 
top level of the ship and you'll find a pair of locusts to deal with. With the locusts dead, locate another switch that moves 
the barge forward. Immediately after starting the barge, run to the Troika at the back end of the ship to intercept the 
reavers that swarm you from behind. 

 

 

The barge soon bumps into an adjacent beast barge, and this one's got even more locusts to tear through. Hop onto the 
second barge, take cover, and clear the locusts, then head to the lower level to pull the switch that opens the holding 
cells. This will trigger a cut scene after which you're left on the top level of the ship with locusts assaulting from nearby 
land. 
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Take cover behind the short walls of the beast barge and take aim. A draw bridge will drop onto the barge's edge, 
though as long as you aggressively shoot anyone that approaches the top of the bridge you should keep any locusts 
from daring to come down it. Watch out especially for another grinder that approaches the top of the bridge and take him 
down before he can crowd your space. 

With the landing clear, cross the bridge and look to the left for some grenades. Also be sure to grab the grinder's 
Mulcher chaingun and carry it with you as you tread to the left. A point-of-interest view only distracts you by showing you 
a pair of bloodmounts below. Ignore them for now and try to cover as much distance straight ahead so that you can take 
cover behind a block while having a good view of the path below. Enemies will swarm up the hillside and you can easily 
mow through 'em from a good position. 

The cave winds linearly forward, so follow it until you hit a checkpoint. As the cave turns left, you'll encounter some 
enemies from far down the way including a bloodmount. Take cover behind a nearby block and do what you can to take 
out the bloodmount before it gets near. There are some locusts further away, but the bloodmount and following tickers 
are more important for now. Clear the area to hit another checkpoint. 
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Move toward the burning buildings and run up to the cover just past a rusting, ruined car. There are a few immediate 
locusts to take out before you can move further into the city. Move past the building with the fallen "LUNCH" sign and 
take cover behind the concrete divider to the left. A pack of locusts, including a grenade-tossing kantus. Throw out a 
grenade of your own. 

With that batch dispatched, a reaver swoops down on the left. Again, we prescribe a well-placed grenade under the 
reaver to cure the problem, though you'll probably have to clean up with a few rounds of gunfire. Past the reaver, look for 
a couple of batches of grenades on the left and continue to the right to engage a few locusts near some concrete 
dividers. 

Past the dividers the path gets pretty hazy; you can go multiple directions, but we'll guide you through the most obvious. 
Stay right, going past a building with an overhang covering a burning car. Make your way to the far side of the building 
and you can engage a few locusts on your left. Move between cover to get close to them and bring them down. With the 
streets clear, a point-of-interest view shows you an extraction point on the roof of a nearby building. 
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Move toward the left side of the building, head inside and ascend the stairs to the roof. You'll hit a checkpoint just before 
an ambush of locusts swarms the area. Take cover behind the blown out walls that form a barrier on three sides of you. 
From here you can hold your position against the onslaught of locusts that come in infinite numbers. Watch out for a few 
tickers that try to rush you and a kantus that'll be bad news if he gets in close. You merely need to hold off the attack 
until the countdown timer ends and a cut scene brings you to the next chapter. 

 

 

 

At the start of the chapter, look to the left for the Car Gold Magazine. Move forward and don't be 
surprised if you get knocked down by a rumbling in the riftworm. You'll soon run into some "digestive 
teeth" that smash down rhythmically. The first two are easy enough to get by—wait for them to smash down then quickly 
run by. 
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The third tooth is arranged length-wise and if you try to simply run through it you'll get chomped. Move as far forward 
along the left side of the tooth, wait for it to smash down, then cross the long tooth perpendicularly to spend as little time 
as possible under the gnawing bone. Past the third tooth is a long series of teeth that mash down too quickly for you to 
time an escape through them. Instead, just roadie-run underneath them and make sure you don't let up until you reach 
the other side. 

You hit a checkpoint just before reaching more assortments of teeth. Patiently wait for an opening and move through the 
teeth, one set at a time, to reach the other side. A bit further ahead, a quick cut scene shows a new enemy type. Use 
your Lancer to drill the buggers as they charge straight toward you, or simply use melee attacks to knock 'em out. 

After a cut scene plays out, you're left to run away from a rolling ball of crap. While you don't have time to 
dink around, look about 20 feet past Carmine's body for Cog Tag CSID:838186-22AO3-SF. After that, 
don't think, just run, using the roadie-run to charge forward quickly. Make sure you don't accidentally run 
into the spikes that line many of the walkways as they'll chip away at your health. Soon up the way, you'll reach a dead 
end and have to coerce an "opening" into letting you through. Shoot the center of the sphincter and it'll eventually open 
up. 
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Just past the sphincter, more critters crawl out from the ground. You can stop to shoot 'em if you'd like, but that's likely to 
get you killed by the rolling mass. Instead, we suggest just running by them to catch up with your squad. Just ahead is 
another dead-end, though you can use the Lancer's chainsaw to chew through a thin membrane to open up an escape 
path. 

Through the membrane, keep running and be extra careful around the spiked floor. Expect more critters emerging from 
the ground but ignore them all. At the next dead-end, look overhead for a teetering car. Pepper it with a few shots and 
it'll fall down, creating a bridge you can run over to continue. 

There's another thin membrane you can saw through ahead, and once through it you'll end the chase sequence. But the 
obstacles don't stop there. Next up is a series of acid nozzles that squirt down and threaten to kill you instantly. To the 
right is a single nozzle, behind it a load of Lancer ammo, and to the left is the main path. You can time your running to 
move past the nozzles when there's a clearing, but it's easier to simply shoot the tips of the nozzles with a bullet or two 
to stop their squirting long enough for you to roadie-run past. 
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Once past the acid nozzles, you'll approach a dark, stank (some might say "dank") tunnel that you've got to lead your 
crew through. The tunnel splits in multiple directions, though getting through is as easy as following the light. If you've 
got multiple paths to choose from—such as at the very beginning of the tunnel—look for the path with the most light 
behind it—such as the path to the right at the very beginning of the tunnel. Run through as quickly as possible because 
the increasingly toxic air will blur your vision and make it harder to make out the details of the slimey tunnel. 

 

 

You'll have to use your Lancer's chainsaw to buzz through a thick membrane at the end of the passage, so don't be 
alarmed if the light seems to lead you to a dead end. You get a checkpoint on the other side of the juicy membrane. 
You'll march forward a bit, down a few levels, before reaching another membrane to cut through. 
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At long last, welcome to the heart. There are two large arteries (read: blood tubes) leading into the heart that you can 
saw open with the Lancer. Cut both arteries and an opening will appear that lets you move out to the next level and 
another checkpoint. In the next hall, watch for a mound that pops up ahead of you and from which spawn a string of 
critter enemies. Just past them, don't drop down the small ledge right away. Keep the high ground and wait for another 
batch of critters so you can kill 'em from above. 

Once more, with feeling, saw through a membrane to reach another heart (or pair of hearts). Go to the left and saw 
through the three arteries lined up consecutively while going uphill. When you get through the third artery, a large bit of 
flesh will move out of the way, letting you regroup with the squad and turn left through an opening to another checkpoint. 

You'll have to cut through one more thin membrane ahead before reaching the final heart chamber. As you move around 
the area, expect the creepy crawlers to come out of the ground and attack. We suggest walking around the room to 
exterminate them all with the butt of your gun before attacking the four arteries, in sets of two on either side of the heart. 
Saw 'em all to end the chapter. 
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Lead Dom down the street and around the corner to the right. Despite talk of wretches and snipers, there's nothing to 
worry about for now. Watch your right for an entranceway to a building. Make your way inside the warehouse and head 
down the hall to the right. 

There's some ammo (and glimpses of wretches) in one of the rooms to the left, but nothing else. Reach the back door 
and you'll hit a checkpoint that leaves you in an adjacent hall to look for power. Keep moving through various halls and 
rooms until you chance upon a forgotten Scorcher flamethrower. With the constant threat of wretch attack, it might just 
be the gun of choice. 

The power switch is in the very next room and upon flipping it you'll hit a checkpoint. Backtrack to the previous 
warehouse room and you can now open up a doorway to the right which'll lead you to a larger area packed with 
catwalks and wretches. While we very much encourage you to check out what your flamethrower can do, you can also 
get through this swarm with simple melee attacks. 
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There's ammo you can stock up with on the catwalks before opening the doorway that Dom's standing by. The door 
leads you right back to the Centaur vehicle and the other members of your crew so that you can grab the explosives that 
Baird's prepared. While carrying the heavy explosives, you'll be limited to using whichever single-handed weapon you've 
got handy. March toward the lift in front of the garage door to make your way back into the warehouse. 

As you step back into the warehouse, expect another rush of wretches. If you want to make thing difficult, feel free to try 
and keep 'em back with your pistol, though you can very easily just knock 'em over the head with melee strikes to keep 
the suckers down. Jack opens up a doorway directly across from the first garage door and once through there you can 
turn right down a familiar hall. Expect more wretches but nothin' else. Just melee your way to the security door to end 
the chapter. 
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Walk into the circular doorway you've just opened and look for a side office to the right. Inside the office 
and between some desks is the Interoffice Memo of Niles Samson. Go back to the main room and look 
around a bit until Marcus radios HQ and another doorway at the far end of the room opens up. 

You'll go through a couple of rooms before reaching a hall that runs parallel to a room packed with wretches. Don't open 
the door to the wretches just yet and instead look to the right for a doorway that opens to a small security room. There's 
a switch on the control panel in front of a window that'll activate some security guns inside the room of wretches and lay 
waste to the little guys. Disable the security, then go back and kick in the door to enter the room. 

Go past the dead wretches and into a hall to the right which opens up to a larger hall that goes in two directions. To the 
left is a room with a security turret that'll kill you if you just step in front of it. Wait for the light of the turret to rotate to the 
right before running into the room and going through a doorway on your immediate left. You can hit a switch inside this 
room to deactivate the security system outside. 
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For what reason? We're not sure. Go back to the hall and follow it the other direction, looking for a door to 
the right that'll lead to a door you can kick down which, in turn, leads to a small room with the Memo of 
Dr. Doug Sato. Go back to the main hall, turn right and you'll hit a checkpoint. 

 

 

Just around the corner to the left is a hall guarded by a security turret. Wait for it to turn to the right and then take cover 
behind a knocked-over filing cabinet. From this position, wait for the turret to turn right again before moving to the next 
piece of cover that's even closer to the turret. When the turret then turns to the left, dive into the doorway to the right and 
look for a switch just inside the room that'll disable the turret so Dom can join you. 

2 / 3
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There's nothing of interest in the room you're in but it does have a couple of doors that lead to the same locker room 
which has got a few wretches and, more dangerously, security turrets armed with flamethrowers. Take out the wretches 
if they manage to get near you, then sneak into the lockeroom when the turrets aren't looking. Take cover behind the low 
white desk that's in front of the turret to the left. When the turret turns right, jump over the desk and go to the left to hit 
the switch that disables the turrets. 

Go to the next hall and as it winds right and then left you'll see a trio of security turrets criss-crossing the way. Wait for 
the furtherst turret to turn all the way left and then dive sideways to kick in the door to the right and move into a shower 
room. At the other end of the shower room is another door to the turret-infested hall from which you can turn left and 
easily hit a switch to disable the security. 

There's a checkpoint in the next room. Knock down a doorway and go into the rainy outdoors where you can expect a 
couple of wretches to deal with. Go right through the courtyard and you'll reach another door you can bust down. Behind 
this door is a much larger pack of wretches, so be ready with a flamethrower or shotgun to drop 'em. 
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Go indoors and inside the first hall is a turret to the left. Wait for the turret to turn right so that you can scoot by it and into 
the adjacent room on the left where a switch will disable the turret and let you pass. Beyond the turret is a kitchen with 
two turrets at the far end. Stand around and let the turrets take out the few wretches scavenging the kitchen. 

With the kitchen cleared of enemies, focus on the turrets. Wait for the closest turret to turn all the way to the right before 
running by it on the left and taking refuge in the blind spot between the turrets. When the second turret turns away, you 
can run out of the kitchen (disable the security with a switch just left through the next door if you wish). Follow the next 
halls a way until you hit another checkpoint. 

The next room has security in just one section, with turrets overlooking a table in the center of the area. 
To the right of this area is a switch to disable the turrets, though we suggest leaving them on until a pack 
of wretches makes there way into the room. Behind the switch is a semi-hidden room on the floor of which 
is the New Hope Medical File for Ruth. 
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Go ahead and disable the security over the table when the wretches are gone, though you don't go far before seing the 
next set of security. There are two turrets scanning the center of the room, though you can easily circumvent them by 
turning left into the room and then hugging the back wall behind the view of the turrets. Continue past this room, 
downstairs and through some halls to reach a checkpoint. 

 

 

A few wretches show you the danger of the end of the hall that's crowded with hospital beds. Take out any wretches that 
get through the torches and before worrying about how you'll get yourself down the hall. Take cover against the wall to 
the left and start sidling it down the hall. Marcus should automatically crouch under the line of sight of the turrets, letting 
you safely make it to the far end. Jack breaks through a gate just as Marcus radios Baird. 
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There's a checkpoint as you go downstairs and just before reaching a choice in paths. Tradition mandates we go right, 
so go right. Dom will disable the turret sights ahead, but only in small groups at a time. When one set of sights is 
disabled another turns back on, so wait for him to turn off the sights ahead of you and then quickly move into the space 
they vacate to avoid the sights that re-enable where you were standing. 

Once through the secure hall, use a switch to open up a door into the next room and simply run through it to a stairway 
(if you're too fast, the stairway may be gated but it'll open automatically). The stairs lead up to a pretty serious looking 
room. As Jack turns on the lights, flip a switch in the center of the room to end the chapter. 

 

 

Head downstairs to the stasis chamber holding area and move forward until a cut scene introduces you to the sire 
enemies. Think of these guys as more resilient wretches, since they don't have any projectiles attacks and can be 
defeated entirely with melee strikes. If you've got a Lancer rifle, you can chainsaw through these guys easily, though 
standard melee attacks will work as well. 
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A couple of points to note when fighting the flood, er, the sires. Their attack range is longer than their arms suggest, but 
it only extends out in front of them. If you strafe around to the side of a sire it won't be able to strike you. As well, 
knocking down a sire doesn't mean it's dead. If you knock one down with melee strikes or gunfire, don't stop attacking it 
until you stop knocking blood out of the body. If blood is still squirting, the sire is still alive. 

Move around the corner to fight more sires, down a hall to another room packed with sires and eventually to a room with 
more sires and a doorway that's opened via two circular cranks. You can try to get the door open with Dom between 
knocking sire skulls, or you can elect to just fight the sires until they stop spawning, letting you easily open the door to 
get out of the stasis chamber holding area. 

Once out of the sire storage rooms, look for a switch to the left that'll power down the obnoxious security system. A 
doorway at the far end of the room opens up, letting you down a long, linear hall that leads to a checkpoint. As you enter 
the room with the checkpoint, you've got two options for preparing yourself against the locust assault that soon busts 
through a wall to the left. 1) You can take cover in the small office enclosure on your immediate left, or 2) you can run to 
the far right side of the room and look for a back room inside which is a switch that enables a security turret. 
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If you elect for option one, hold your cover and wait for the flamethrower-armed locusts to take up position just across 
from you. You should be able to toss a grenade next to them for an easy kill and then turn to the non-flaming enemies 
and pick 'em off with regular gunfire. If you choose to use the security system, hope that Dom doesn't come with you 
because he steals the only usable cover outside the security room. Though it's not a big deal if he does, because you 
can simply stand behind Dom and be out of the range of the enemy flamethrowers. 

 

 

Clear the room, gather ammo, then go through the hole in the wall to the next room. Another torcher and a normal locust 
show up at the far end of the room, so quickly take cover. If you can shoot the torcher's backpack you can cause him to 
explode, possibly taking out the other locust with him. Now from this room there are two exits on the left, one of which 
leads to a hall with a security turret with the other leading to an adjacent room. 
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Go into the adjacent room and look for a security switch that'll disable the turret in the hall. More importantly, the switch 
enables a securtiy turret the room across the hall that's currently packed with locusts. When you turn on the security in 
that room, lure the locusts to the far right end of the room by taking cover to the right and they'll get mowed down by the 
turret, sparing you the effort. 

Go out to the hall and follow it left. Just after a kink in the hall, take cover against a desk to guard against the torcher and 
Lancer-toting locusts down the hall. Kill them, follow the hall around two left corners, and then take cover just inside a 
right corner. There are two normal locusts around the corner and a flamethrowing guy with them. Try to hit the 
flamethrower's backpack to explode 'em all. 

You get a checkpoint before bashing in a door that opens to a large room. >Immediately toss a grenade to the far end of 
the room and you'll catch a pack of locusts, including a flamethrower and a grinder, as they enter the room. Don't expect 
the grinder to go down from just the grenade, but you should be able to safely take cover and pick off the grinder as he 
marches toward you. A couple more locusts will come through the door late. Pick them off, then go outdoors while 
avoiding the stream of deadly hail falling through the busted glass roof. 
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Once outdoors, turn to the right and roadie-run through a bit of hail to a nearby shed. At the back of the 
shed is the Doctor's Journal of Dr. Stephanie Zimmer. Leave the shed and return to the overhand just 
outside the building doorway and then roadie-run to the other side, through the hail, and into the shed Dom ran to. Your 
next objective is to run into the train car just outside the shed, though you'll need to take cover and kill the lone locust 
inside the train car before you can roadie-run out and hop into the car. 

An emergence hole opens up on the other side of the train car though you can simply pull a lever to get the train moving 
and take cover to avoid the fight altogether. When the train car stops, hop off into another covered area and go to the 
right. Before you can run through the hail and into another train car, you'll have to kill a couple of sniper locusts inside 
the car (their rifles will come in handy later). Run through the train car to a covered path on the other side, take cover 
and clear out the remaining locusts before following the covered walkway to a building. 

There's lots of razor hail and a couple of locusts in this roof-deficient building. Kill the enemies, then open up the nearest 
garage door to the left so you can take cover and snipe the locusts hanging out in the nearby train cars. There's a 
second garage door that you can open after mantling a short wall to the right. Go through the door and look to the right 
for a third wheel crank you can use to open yet another door. 
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Pass through the building and it'll lead back outdoors almost immediately. Run through the hail to meet up 
with Dom just outside a train. He'll run into the train, but you should follow the covered walkway around 
the corner to the right. You'll have to run through a bit of hail to reach another shed inside which is an 
ammo box and the Captivity Marks from the wall. Run back to the covered walkway and hop into the train with Dom to 
hit the brake release lever and start rolling away from the boomer, grinder and other enemies. 

 

 

When the train stops, run out the back of it and turn left to climb a ladder to an upper level. You'll reach a checkpoint just 
before having to roadie-run through the hail to another covered area just ahead. After a quick transmission with Baird, 
run outside and to another covered area. 

2 / 2
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Just as you do, an emergence hole opens up ahead, just a bit to the left and in between a couple of ruined cars. Toss a 
grenade into the hole to seal it up and then pick off any remaining enemies from cover. Push forward to the next set of 
cover and another e-hole opens up, though this one's tougher to spot. It's behind a car on the right—place a grenade 
just over the top of the car and it should seal up the hole so you can get to finishing off the remaining grubs. 

Move up to the next set of cover and two maulers, shielded boomers armed with maces, march up to you. Try to keep 
some space between you and Dom as the maulers get close. As they turn to face either you or Dom, they'll expose their 
backs to the other so that at least one of you can shoot around their shields. When the two are dead, hop over the 
barrier and grab a shield. The hail stops and turns to rain, so it's no longer deadly to walk without cover. 

There's another emergence hole just ahead, and while we ran out of grenades and couldn't close it up it didn't seem to 
matter since no locusts past the first batch came out. Clear the streets then make your way to the far end of the road 
where you'll regroup with the rest of the cast. You'll have to hold off a couple of reavers while Baird finishes with repairs, 
and both land to the left of the Centaur, down the road from where you came. Take cover behind a nearby concrete 
divider to bait them into trying to skewer you, dive out of the way of the attack, and then run under the reaver to gut it 
from below. Before long, a cut scene takes over and ends the chapter. 
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Take a second get familiar with the controls of the vehicle. If you've played Halo, it should feel familiar as you move 
forward in whichever direction your turret is facing. Early on the course, the path splits left and right. For the sake of the 
walkthrough, turn left (yes, left). You'll soon come up to an enemy installation with a blocked gate and the warning of 
Troikas. Zoom in from afar and launch rockets to take out the enemies you can spot, then knock down the low barrier 
with rockets to reveal even more enemies behind them. When the installation is cleared, move on. 

After launching off a ramp you'll hit a checkpoint. Watch the left side of the road ahead for a mass of locusts that you can 
take out with just a couple of well-placed shots. Behind them and further to the left is a Troika gun installed on a raised 
platform. Watch for it and take it out, as it's the biggest threat to your dear Centaur. Go past the building, under an 
overhang and, as the road turns left under another overhang, watch out for myriad locusts and reavers near the base of 
a building ahead. There's another Troika gun on the upper level to take care of, as well. 

There's a big jump ahead that you can launch off with the thrusters. The road ends ahead and you've got to cross a 
frozen lake which will, upon your crossing, be assaulted by mortars that blow holes in the ice. Move forward slowly so 
that you can stop on a dime should a hole open up in front of you. You can turn in place with the vehicle stopped 
completely, so you shouldn't have too much problem crossing the lake as long as you're patient. 
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There's a pair of reavers waiting for you in the distance to the right and past them, the road ends again and you've gotta 
cross another lake. Making matters worse on this lake, reavers land on the ice and attack you while you're dodging the 
forming holes in the lake surface. Again, patience is key. Try not to shoot on the run or you're likely to lose track of the 
holes and fall in. Once you're crossed the lake, you'll get a checkpoint. 

 

 

We took the route to the right at the next fork. At another call of reavers ahead, expect two of the bad boys, one at a 
time. Past them, you approach another compound that's teeming with locusts and boomers. Clear the troops from afar 
before moving in to take out the Troika gunner mounted on the building to the right. More reavers ahead, yadda yadda, 
and you'll soon get bombarded by a pair of seeders affixed to the mountainside in the distance. Zoom in with the cannon 
and aim until your cursor turns red. It'll take about two shots to kill each of the seeders so that you can continue. 
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Under some very high bridges ahead is another pair of reavers that you can pick off before they fight back. The logging 
bridge that you need to cross is knocked out, but look to the right of it and you'll spot a rock face that slants upward. Get 
a running start and boost off this makeshift ramp to launch over the chasm, bypassing the bridge. 

Follow the path ahead and it'll lead you to a cliff overlooking a fortress below. Stay up top and immediately take aim on 
the locusts you can barely see at the base of the fortress. There are two reavers that are flying around and a host of 
locusts and boomers that'll run up the path to meet you. Hold your position untill all of these guys are dead before you 
even think about approaching the fortress at the base of the hill. 

 

 

When you're sure all of the enenimes are dead, start riding downhill just far enough to trigger an onslaught of turret and 
rocket fire. Immediately turn around and retreat up the hill where you can safely target the top of the tower. Bombard it 
with fire to topple the tower and it'll take out all of the turrets so you can finally approach the fortress in safety. 
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You'll ride through the darkness of the cave for a while before a corpser pops out momentarily to create an opening for 
your rig. Keep riding until you hit a checkpoint and then get ready to take some quick actions. After launching off a high 
cliff, the Centaur loses power and everything goes dark. While Baird's gettin' things working again, you'll notice the 
glowing eyes of three corpsers as they close in around you. Before the power comes on, aim at the corpser to the right. 
As soon as you can, fire a round and the corpser will raise its legs, revealing its face. Another shot will put it away as the 
other two corpsers expose their heads one after the other. Kill 'em quickly to avoid getting trashed. 

The tunnel lightens up ahead as you reach another checkpoint and start taking brumak fire. You cannot sit still. Your 
best bet is to charge toward the brumaks and circle them while taking pot shots when you can. The brumak missles are 
impossible to dodge unless you're moving perpendicular to their travel, so always try to circle the brumaks to keep from 
moving parallel to the shots. Use turbo boosts to get up to speed if you have to stop and back up. When the brumaks 
are dead, the chapter ends. 
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Move across the narrow footpath and you'll soon be reintroduced to the theron guard. Theron guards are typically armed 
with Torque Bows that'll kill you in an instant if they can land one on you. We had a leftover sniper rifle from before that 
let us easily pick off the guard from afar, though if you're not so fortunate you can take to the dugout to the right and 
flank the theron guard from the side. 

Keep straight and the path opens up to a large yard with lots of cover. You can double back along the beach to grab an 
ammo box before venturing into the crowded yard and hitting a checkpoint. As soon as you see the checkpoint, take 
cover. There are a few shotgun-armed locusts in the field and, more dangerously, a theron guard. To make things more 
interesting, a locust gunship flanks you on the left. Ignore the gunship and use cover to take out the locusts. When 
you've killed the theron guard, the gunship will take off. 

Move a bit further down the yard and as you near a short set of stairs on the right you'll get a fresh batch of wretches to 
dispatch. Melee 'em into the ground, then run up the stairs to trigger the spawning of more enemies. There's a theron 
guard, a flamethrower, tickers and some normal enemies, not to mention the return of the gunship. The cover you get 
from the stairway should be sufficient, though watch out for the kantus to the left who's likely to toss grenades at you. To 
take out the gunboat, target the glowing explosives on the deck of the ship and it'll blow. 
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When you've cleared the area, go to the top of the stair structure to find the Stranded's Journal of Stu. 
Move down to the destroyed gunboat and use it to cross the water to the other side. Yet another gunboat 
will arrive to back the force of more locusts, including a kantus that hangs out at the far end of the beach. 
Take cover early and clear out any nearby enemies before worrying about the kantus. The gunboat should take care of 
itself, though you will have to watch out for tickers that occasionally flank you from the left. 

 

 

Past the kantus, the beach is lined with alternating pillars. Ready the Torque Bow to nail the bloodmount that charges at 
you from behind the pillars, then move up to the cover just outside the structure ahead. There's a locust inside the 
structure and beyond it is a grenade-tossing kantus to worry about. With the nearest locust dead, you can take cover 
outside the structure to chip away at the kantus from a distance. 
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Next up, you'll start making your way down a large dock toward the rowboat you spotted earlier. Though before you can 
reach the end of the dock, another gunboat shows up and offloads some locusts and a grinder at the far end. Move 
forward through cover, though don't put much faith in the wooden boxes in the center of the dock. The standard locusts 
will get closest to you, and once you take them out you can get a bit closer to unload a Torque Bow shot on the massive 
grinder for massive damage. 

Make your way to the end of the dock, grabbing the grinder's Mulcher gun on the way, and a quick cut scene and 
checkpoint leaves you on a square platform to fend off another gunboat. The Mulcher will do you good in taking out the 
locusts on the ship. Once you've killed the locusts, ignore the ship even though it keeps running into you and take cover 
so that you're facing the opposite direction. A second gunboat pulls up next to you and you can take it out the same way.

After a long silence, another gunboat shows up with just a single grinder. Take him out and quickly board the gunboat 
for another checkpoint. Other boats loaded with locusts will flank you and fire on you, though we found that you can just 
sit between the tall cover near the front of the ship and sit through this scene. If that sounds boring to you, man the turret 
mounted at the front of the ship and shoot anything that moves. Or even stuff that doesn't move if that suits you. 

The boat chase ends as your gunboat enters a narrow cave. Just sit back and enjoy the ride as you cruise to the end of 
the stage. 
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This stage comprises just a single battle against a massive sea creature. Perhaps you'll note that at the start of the 
stage, there is a Lancer and a stack of grenades on the ship which weren't there before. That's 'cause you need them. 
Grab both and watch the port side of the ship for a massive tentacle that shoots up into the air. The tentacle will slam 
down across the boat, so get out of the way. Quickly run up to the tentacle and chew away at it with your Lancer's 
chainsaw. 

The tentacle will repeat this two more times, popping up in random locations on either the left or right side of the boat. 
While you're watching out for the tentacle, stay in the center of the boat—if you're at either far end, it's possible that the 
tentacle will drop and drag your ship underwater before you can get to it with the chainsaw. We also suggest roadie-
running up to the tentacle to get to it quickly and prevent a cheap death. After successfully fending off the tentacle three 
times, back away from the front of the boat. 
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The fish will swim under the boat and eventually clamp its jaws around the front of the boat. Target one of it's eyes and 
unload just a spurt of ammo to chase it away. Almost immediately, the sea beast comes back for another bite of the 
ship. Again, shoot its eye, though this time the creature reacts differently, opening its mouth to let you run inside. As you 
run inside, be sure to reload your gun—you're gonna need a full clip. 

Once inside, back away from the creature's throat as far as possible, up against the inside of the mouth. Tentacles 
surrounding the throat will take turns twirling before striking down on you, but you can dissuade them by giving them by 
delivering a quick burst of fire to the white tips of these flicking bits. Don't spend too much ammo on each tentacle 
because it's going to suck if you have to reload in the middle of this. After shooting a few of the tentacles, the sea 
creature's throat will open up, letting you toss in a grenade. 

You may or may not have to repeat the inside-the-mouth tentacle act before the monster retreats to the sea and 
resumes trying to sink the ship with it's massive tentacle that you need to chainsaw away. You'll soon get another 
chance to force-feed some grenades to the monster and, after three successful rounds, the monster will eventually die. 
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Simply walk forward a long way until a cut scene takes over and leaves you with a checkpoint. Dom leads you into a 
building where you'll have to mantle over a short wall before reaching a lift platform you can activate to rise to the next 
level. 

You'll hit another brief cut scene ahead before taking a second lift down to another checkpoint. Turn a nearby crank to 
close flood gates in the room so that you can cross the watery area between the spot you're at now and the dry landing 
across the room. As you mantle over the wall into the formerly-watery area, locusts flood in from the other side and one 
of them tries to open the flood gates from the far side. 
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Try to push forward past at least the first bit of cover before quickly taking aim at the locust to the left that's trying to flood 
you out. Watch out for incoming frags and consider tossing in one of your own. One of the locusts is armed with a sniper 
rifle and will drill you dead pretty quick if you don't target him early. Kill the baddies and then hop onto their landing to 
ride another lift to another checkpoint. 

 

 

You can stock up on Longshot ammo before stepping outside to an onslaught of wretches and a single mauler. The 
wretches come from the left and can be more or less ignored early. Focus your attention on the mauler that enters the 
scene from the right and snipe his head as he marches toward you. Try to take out the mauler first before concerning 
yourself with the wretches, which you can then take out with melee strikes to clear the field. 

Grab the mauler's shield and move to the bridge to the left. As you start to cross it, more locusts attack, including one at 
the helm of a Troika turret. Take cover behind the mauler shield and you should be able to push forward close enough to 
headshot the Troika gunner. There are a couple of theron guards to watch for as well, but behind your shield you're 
practically invincible. Just watch out for the standard locusts armed with chainsawing Lancers. 
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With the area cleared, go up the short stairset to the left to find a couple of terminals. One of the Locust 
Terminals is a secret you can find. Activate the other terminal to trigger a cut scene and another 
checkpoint that leave you behind a wall and to the next chapter. 

 

 

 

Follow Dom to another terminal and activate it before Dom runs off again. Just ahead, you'll want to 
crouch behind cover to avoid the locust patrol in the distance. When they move off, run to another 
terminal and look to the left, near the base of the large locust lorry, for the Prisoner's Journal of Jonathan Harper. 

Activate the second sign terminal before resuming the silent tail of the locust patrol ahead. When they've moved out of 
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the way, you can step forward to another sign terminal, only to get shot down again. You'll repeat this process two more 
times before finally finding the terminal with the sign Dom's looking for. Checkpoint. 

Unfortunately, the locusts have also found you. You'll fight this fight on two different fronts, at the first batch of enemies 
come from the right. A pack of locusts and a charging bloodmount make their way toward you. Try to drill the 
bloodmount from afar, ignoring the wretches until you absolutely must deal 'em a melee strike to the dome. 

 

 

When you've killed off this batch of enemies, another identical group attacks from the left. Again, target the bloodmount, 
drilling the head of the beast to take it out before picking off the rider. When this attack is over, watch the right again for 
a group of locusts and a grinder (not a boomer, as Dom states, though you could argue that a grinder is a variant of a 
boomer, but then that conversation gets ridiculous as you realize that it is just a videogame). 
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Try to snipe the grinder's head if you've got the Longshot, or toss a grenade in his very straight and slow path to take 
him out before turning your attention to the lower locusts. When group is dead, we suggest running up to grab the 
grinder's Mulcher chaingun and then turning left to intercept the last attack from the other front. 

A couple more locusts backed by two Torque Bow-wielding theron guards. Focus on the theron guards, firing on them 
even if you don't have a good shot just so that you can keep them from firing their instant-kill bow shots. If you picked up 
the Mulcher chaingun, you shouldn't have a problem dispatching the last of the enemies to end the chapter. 

 

 

 

You can grab a Torque Bow in the far corner of the room before grabbing the ammo box to supply the 
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weapon. Head down the hall ahead and it splits in two directions. Go right, under a self-moving draw 
bridge and just as you turn around the corner look out for the Locust Jailer Document on the ground. 

Kick through the door at the end of the hall for a checkpoint. Quickly run down the stairs to the left and take cover at the 
base of the stairway to engage the locusts in the nearby arcade. Take out the guys on the upper level and just inside the 
lower level before moving up to the next line of cover to take out the guys further back. Be careful about peeking out for 
your shots against the crew in the back as there's a theron guard with a Torque Bow on the second level of a tower in 
the distance. If you listen carefully, you can hear the Torque Bow tensing up, which means you should stick to cover 
until the shot fires (and misses) before popping up for your own offense. 

With the theron guard take out, you can venture even closer to the tower but you'll want to stay behind cover as even 
more locusts flood the area from the left, both upstairs and below. The lower enemies aren't much to worry about though 
the sniper on the second level can give you trouble. When you've cleared the area, look for the stairway to the right that 
winds up to the second level of the tower. There's a switch that opens a door in the lower hallway. 

As soon as you hit the switch, step out of the tower and turn left to take cover on the upper level. Flame-throwing 
locusts, standard locusts and a theron guard charge through the door. The torchers immediately make for the stairs that 
lead up the tower, giving you a perfect opportunity to toss a grenade at the base of the stairs to blow 'em both up at 
once. Take cover and then listen for the tension of the Torque Bow from the theron guard to time your emergence from 
cover. 
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When you've cleared the area below, go through the doorway you opened up. Just around the corner, you'll run into 
more locust resistance. Take cover behind the nearest ledge and drill the one locust that charges you and Dom with a 
Boltok, then ready a Torque Bow shot to intercept the incoming bloodmount. It'll likely take a couple of bow shots to kill 
the bloodmount so that you can focus on picking off the rest of the basic enemies in the yard. 

Collect ammo and grenades before going down the stairs toward a glowing lever that opens doors in the building ahead. 
Before you can even touch the lever, the doors bust open and a single locust falls out. Kill him, then head inside for a 
checkpoint. 
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At the base of the spiral staircase is a set of grenades you can collect before going into the next room. Immediately turn 
to the left and take cover behind the large panel that's standing alone. At the far end of the yard is a bunch of locusts 
and you can get the drop on them with a quick hail-mary grenade toss. A lever behind you will let more cover panels pop 
out of the floor, and though they're not necessary for fighting off the locusts far away (a nearby Longshot rifle will help) 
you still want to pull up the cover. Eventually, one of the locusts will run up to a lever at the far end of the yard and try to 
drop your cover panels. Take him out to keep the cover. 

The real reason you want the cover is to defend against the reaver that lands between you and the locusts. With the 
cover in place, the reaver won't be able to get close, letting you peg it with Torque Bow shots if you've got the arsenal. 
After clearing out the reaver and remaining locusts, move across the yard. You'll need to take cover behind the cover 
panels on the far side as a pair of grinders bust through a large door. Drop a grenade between them and finish them off 
with gunfire to finally close the battle. 

 

 

 

Follow the indoor hall around the corner and it'll open up to a large room. Just as it does, notice that a 
door in front of you starts to close. There's a second door—up the short staircase to the right—that's also 
closing, though you can run into it to find the Human Finger Necklace on the ground to the right. 
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To the left is a Troika turret, which you should man after flipping a switch to open a hidden door. From the seat of the 
turret you can mow down the myriad locusts in the outside room. Clear as many as you can before heading out to the 
trenches. More enemies will spawn at the far end as you push through the trenches. Take cover and be patient so as to 
not get cornered by a flame-throwing locust. 

When you've crossed the trenches and entered the next hall, you'll get another checkpoint just as the queen delivers 
another message. Look through a door to the left and you should be able to spot a torch-thrower on a bridge. He doesn't 
know you're there so you can pop a couple of shots to his backpack to blow him up, taking down the bridge with another 
locust. Move into the room and take cover against the short wall. 

There are locusts on the upper level of the room firing down on you with seemingly unlimited bullets. While they're 
drilling you from above, two maulers slowly make their way toward you from the path to the right. Intercept the maulers 
with grenades (you can tag a grenade into the floor to set a trap for the second). With the maulers killed, move along the 
path to the right to take cover closer to the Lancer-gunners above and patiently pick them off. If you're daring and 
properly equipped (with a Gnasher shotgun), you can bum rush the pair and flank 'em from the side. 
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The next hall opens up to a switch on your left and a clearing to the right. Flip the switch to the left to generate some 
cover in the clear area and hide behind it. A few locusts will take from from the other end of the clearing. From cover you 
can nail 'em with a grenade, or just patiently pick them off. Make your way to the cover the locusts were hiding behind 
for a cut scene and a checkpoint. 

Immediately after the cut scene, pull the lever you're next to to bring up cover around you and look straight ahead for a 
swarm of locusts (one sniper) and a host of tickers. You can pretty much ignore the tickers entirely if you've put up the 
cover since they can't seem to find their way in. Take out the sniper first and try to clear the rest of the locusts before 
Dom announces two reavers that are looming overhead. 
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If you've cleared the area before the locusts land, run to a spot behind the pillar that the locusts knocked down for cover 
earlier. A reaver will land in almost exactly that spot, and if you're waiting for it you can quickly run under the belly of the 
reaver and tear it open with a Gnasher shotgun. When you've killed it, quickly run to the opposite end of the yard, behind 
the circle of cover you were using, and wait for a second reaver to land. Repeat the strategy of killing it from underneath. 

With the second reaver killed, a large gate behind it opens with a lone locust bearing a mortar launcher. Don't worry 
about taking cover, just drill him dead as quickly as possible. If he gets off a shot, make sure you run like stink to avoid 
the incoming barrage. Kill the dude and move into the area with a switch. Are you thinkin' what we're thinkin'? 'Cause we 
are! Grab the mortar launcher and then hit the lever in the clearing. 

 

 

You get a checkpoint after a quick scene and walls behind you drop revealing a bunch of locust behind cover. 
Immediately drop to your knees and lob a half-powered mortar to bomb the locust crew. When they're dead, a wall 
behind the drops to reveal another batch of baddies. Move toward them and look for a tall wall with a lever. Pull the lever 
to create just ahead and from behind the first layer of cover you can launch a full-range mortar to clear out the pack 
(though expect a mortar or two in return if you don't kill them quick enough). Try to kill these guys from afar and feel free 
to use up the mortars you've got as one of the guys you killed in the first batch of locusts dropped another launcher you 
can collect. 
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When you've killed off the second batch, make sure you're stocked up on mortars and start moving toward the location 
of the last locust group. As you near it, a point-of-interest view highlights incoming grind lifts, which is your cue to turn 
around and high tail it for cover far, far away. We suggest waiting behind the cover we used as a measuring point for the 
last mortar salvo and charging up your rounds to full-range again. There are two grinders, a couple of locusts and a 
number of tickers that come from behind the next wall that drops. Launch a few full-range mortars into the area (look out 
for enemy mortars, too) to kill 'em off without having to deal with them face-to-face. 

With the battle finally won, make your way to the area where the grinders were and up some stairs to the right to trigger 
a cut scene and a checkpoint. Just around the corner is a lever—pull it to move to the next chapter. 
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You'll have to defend the ski lift you're on from a few reavers that do fly-bys and try to knock you off the rail. They all 
come from the left side of the lift so be ready to drop bullets into them as they approach and fly away. 

When you've killed all three reavers, another lift pulls up alongside you and it's packed with locusts. Toss a grenade onto 
the other lift to thin out the enemies and then play clean up with your guns. You'll need to mantle over the lift wall to hop 
aboard the second lift before the one you're on collapses. 

Two more reavers try to snipe you out of the air, both coming from the same direction (but opposite 
direction of the first three). The lift will land, letting you hop out and go into a hall to the left for a 
checkpoint. In the following room, go up a set of stairs and look for the Locust Calendar to the left—it's 
big. 
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A stairway ahead leads back down the other side of the plateau you're on. Flip the switch at the base of the stairs to 
bring up some cover so you can protect yourself against the locust onslaught from ahead. A grenade placed in the 
middle of the pack will clear out most of the baddies, though you'll likely have to watch still for a couple of tickers and a 
kantus pulling up the rear. Clear the area and then head down the stairs behind the locust carcasses for a checkpoint. 

 

 

There's a leaver at the top of another set of stairs. Pull it and you'll be given a choice to go right or left. Go right and man 
the Troika turret. As the lift moves down to the lower level, light up the locusts that pour down the hall. There are even 
some glowing explosives you can use to help take 'em out. 
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The third lower level is a bit more dangerous, so act quickly. There's a grinder or two to the right that you should focus 
on first. Target explosives by them and then just drill them with Troika fire to clear the final stage of locusts on this lift 
ride. Hop off the lift and stock up on ammo (even grab a Mulcher chaingun if you wanna lug it around—we recommend 
it) and then hit a switch ahead to go indoors to a checkpoint. 

You'll regroup with the squad before turning down some stairs to a large open area. There's a pack of locusts, including 
two boomers, at the base of the room. Set up with the Mulcher on the top landing and rain bullets down on them to clean 
up the baddies. Watch for boomer explosives as well as the occasional ticker that comes in from the right. When you've 
cleared the area, look for a switch down the stairs to the left that creates a small bridge to the right. It's possible that your 
squad flipped it for you. 

Across the bridge and through an archway, turn left and look for the Locust Defense Plans. Pull a lever 
in this same hall to create a stairway outside that'll let you down to the level of the dead locusts. Stock up 
on ammo (and grab a Boomshot) before approaching the green-glowing corpse in the center of the room 
to trigger a cut scene. 
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After you get another checkpoint, ready the Boomshot to take out two grinders that appear from behind two massive 
doors. Oddly, there's nothing behind the dead grinders, though a lone locust breaks through a door behind you, giving 
you a new path. 

Down the hall and down some stairs is a group of locusts, including a kantus. You can stay at the top of the stairs and 
pick off the dangerous guys (like the flame thrower) before moving downtstairs to play clean up, using cover to move 
forward. You get a checkpoint when the battle is over and you go through a doorway at the back of the large room. 

Through the door, keep straight and look for the first bit of cover to the right. The cover overlooks the walkway below as 
well as what appears to be a large chasm behind it. Ready a grenade and arch it high, into the chasm. Watch the 
grenade aiming reticle and when it "fills in" with squares, lob the grenade. There's a massive lift that fills that void in the 
ground and on it is a load of very powerful enemies, including a kantus, a couple of theron guards, and two maulers. 
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The grenade isn't enough to kill them, so we hope you've still got the Boomshot from earlier. Focus first on killing the 
theron guards as they'll kill you the quickest, and then turn to the maulers to drop them before they get close enough to 
tear you up. When all enemies are dead, a cut scene takes over that ends the chapter. 

 

 

Head up the stairs to the palace entrance and a cut scene will preview a quick battle. There's a circular bit of cover in the 
center of the palace entrance and you can use it to fight off first the enemies to the left and then a flanking set of 
enemies to the right. You may need to hit the switch in the center of the circle to re-raise the cover, or you can simply 
retreat to the stairs to very safely pick off the attackers in the windows. 
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With the palace entrance locked up, go back down the stairs and look for a path to the right that leads around the side of 
the palace. Note the cover panels that pop up when you step on pressure plates as you'll need them soon. A group of 
locusts ahead, including a Torque Bow-wielding bloodmount, try to stop you. Focus on hammering the bloodmount first, 
flicking up shots to the rider to deter him from firing his deadly bow. 

A locust lift rises ahead on the lift, bearing a locust and a kantus. Target the kantus first as it'll try tossing 
toxic grenades at your crew if you don't drill him into submission. Before stepping onto the lift, go past the 
lift and look to the right. The Locust Invasion Map is at the foot of one of the locked doorways. 

Hop on the lift and pull a switch to ride it down to a checkpoint. March through the bloodmount holding pen and pull a 
switch to get the option of traveling left or right. We go right, and as you near the end of the hall a doorway will close in 
your face as another pair of gates to the left open up. 

Take cover against the walls to the left and target the mauler inside, shooting his knee caps if he covers up. If you've got 
a Torque Bow, use it now. There's also a flame-throwing locust inside. Target his backpack to blow him up. 
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Keep to the hall until you see a bloodmount charge toward you from the outside room. Nail it with a Torque Bow shot if 
you've got one and then cover up. The rider's also got a Torque Bow so stay out of his line of sight for longer than you 
need to. When you've killed the bloodmount, you get a checkpoint and the door that closed in your face earlier opens up.

Move into the hall through the door that earlier closed your face and to the left of an ammo box at at the 
base of the stairs is the Trinity of Worms Artifact. Go down the long hall, grabbing the mauler's shield 
along the way, and you'll regroup with the crew at the far end of the room before stepping outdoors. 

Follow the stairs to the right and you'll run into a trio of theron guards, one of which is armed with a Torque Bow. From 
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behind the cover of the shield you should be pretty immune to their attacks. Just march forward and cap 'em with your 
pistol of choice. Past the first three is another set of guards preceded by a group of tickers. Just sit behind your shield 
and you can absorb the explosions of the tickers. 

The stairway goes on a while, and the whole time you're butting up against theron guard resistance. Watch out 
especially for the guys with Torque Bows and don't turn your back (or your side) to them for even a second. If you run 
out of pistol ammo, drop the shield and take up a shotgun or something similarly effective at close range. Use cover to 
get near enemies and quickly take them out so that you can get back to cover to avoid Torque Bow arrows. 

At the base of the long, long stairways is the entrance to a building. Head inside and try to quickly get out of the lower 
area you start in, immediately turning to the right to take cover behind some pillars. There's a theron guard nearby that 
you'll want to kill before he can zap you, but once he's dead you can move to the back corner of the room for loads of 
ammo, grenades, and a Mulcher chaingun that you can use to clean up the rest of the scum in the room. 
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Leave the room through the newly-opened door right of the massive terminal and take a sharp left 
through the doorway. Near the far corner of the very large room, sitting between two columns, you'll find 
the Locust Tablets. Also in this large room is a lever. Pull it and you get the option of going left or right. 

Go right and we hope you've brought the Mulcher chaingun with you. As you go through the first hall of pillars, a couple 
of theron guards and a mauler come in from the far side. Drop down and chaingun 'em to death and then move to the 
next hall. There's another theron at the end of this hall and with him a pack of tickers. Keep the tickers away because 
with the chaingun in hand you can't quickly dive out of the way. 

You'll eventually have to turn left out onto a very vulnerable walkway. Do your best to clear the walkway from behind 
cover before venturing out because there's not much to hide behind. As the path bends to the right to meet up with 
another pillared hallway, watch for a mauler on the same walkway as you. Drill him with your Mulcher if you've still got 
ammo (we ran out on him) and then focus on the theron guards crowding the pillared hallway (watch for Torque Bows!). 
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When the hall is cleared, hop over the railing and continue to the left. As you get near to the end of the hall, another 
mauler appears in the doorway and charges toward you. Hit him with something powerful if you've got it (like a Torque 
Bow) or just backpedal and dive around like a chicken with its head cut off while drilling the mauler in the face. Through 
the doorway that the mauler came through, your path will reconvene with the other two members of your squad. 

 

 

Hop onto the nearby locust lift and ride it down to the next level. As you enter the very large room ahead, a bunch of 
theron guards appear on the far side and hide behind some pop-up cover. There's pop-up cover for you and your crew 
as well, plus a mortar launcher to the right if you want an easy bunch of kills. Watch out especially for the guys with 
Torque Bows, as usual. You can chill and snipe the group dead, though if your arsenal isn't properly equipped there's 
another option. To the left of your cover is a switch on the wall that creates stairs. The stairs will let you onto one of two 
walkways that flank the enemy, Take cover behind the pillars alongside the theron guards and pick them off with 
grenades and/or whatever you want. 
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When the enemies are dead a floor panel will reform so you can start crossing the room. Just ahead, another floor panel 
drops out, locking you away from the next batch of theron guards. Again, focus first on the enemies with Torque Bows 
and listen carefully for the tensioning of the weapons so you don't pop out of cover when they've got the bow loaded. Kill 
this batch, the floor reforms, and you can move forward to the next batch of guards. They take refuge behind some 
pillars to the right so the mortar launcher won't work. Be patient with sniping them. 

You get a checkpoint after killing the third batch of theron guards. Move forward and a cut scene leaves you on a 
platform that drops down into an ambush. Take cover to the left and defend against the theron guards. Focus first on 
taking out the guy with the Torque Bow before worrying about the others. When they're dead, another batch of guards 
will appear to the right. Before they do appear, quickly look for a wheel crank on the platform and start turning it to move 
the platform back up to the previous room. Mash your heart out to leave the ambush. 

Through the next door is a cut scene that leaves you to battle Skorge, the Predator-looking baddy from earlier in the 
game. Fortunately, he's not as tough as his exterior suggests. When the fight starts, get ready to mash the chainsaw 
button to beat him in a chainsaw battle and chase him away. 
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Skorge retreats to platforms behind tall pillars at one side of the room. Take cover and avoid his gunfire, but don't bother 
wasting ammo—shooting Skorge does nothing. You'll want to instead focus on avoiding gunfire, the occasional ticker, 
and the incoming ink grenades that Skorge tosses at you. Skorge will eventually give up shooting and jumps to the 
ceiling to knock down a stalactite—make sure you get out of the way. 

Next, Skorge jumps to behind a pillar and starts tearing at it with his chainsaw. The pillar will eventually fall, and—get 
this—it tracks you. To avoid getting crushed, try to get as far away from the side of the room that Skorge is at. The pillar 
will not reach all the way across the room. After the pillar misses, Skorge jumps down to engage you with his chainsaw 
again. Go back to mashing the chainsaw button until he retreats. You'll go through this whole pattern once more before 
the fight ends. 
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With Skorge defeated (or at least run off), go up the stairs at one end of the room to regroup with the others. You'll need 
to run across a very long bridge while reavers circle you and launch missiles. Just roadie-run straight ahead and don't let 
up until you reach the end of the bridge and a cut scene that ends the act. 

 

 

You're on the back of a reaver with two different methods of shooting at your disposal. A rocket launcher fires forward 
while switching to a chaingun aims you backward. For this first bit, you don't need to use the machinegun at all. Just aim 
at targets as you approach them and tag 'em with rockets. Eventually, the reaver lands on the ground so you can defend 
a few humans that land in grind lifts. Shoot anything that turns your reticle red. 

You get chased off by the hydra, which is itself pretty much a large reaver. At this point you'll rely exclusively on the 
back-facing machinegun, so you'll have to watch carefully the temperature of your gun. Wait for the hydra to get behind 
you and start firing its own gattling gun before you unload your chaingun. Direct your fire to exactly where the hydra's 
gunfire is coming from. If you waste bullets elsewhere, you'll likely overheat the gun before chasing off the hydra, which 
means you die. 
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The hydra will retreat and then come back to try and bite you. Wait for it to open its mouth and then drill the hydra's 
gaping maw until it gets chased off again. After that, the hydra will hang back and launch volleys of missiles. You can 
move your reaver around just enough to fit between the gaps in the missile arrays. When you've dodged a few sets of 
missiles, the hydra comes back with the chaingun attack. Again, fire back at the chaingun to repeat the cycle until you 
surface. 

 

 

During the next scene, you'll fend off a series of reavers that attack from behind. Stay on the chaingun throughout this 
sequence and aim at the reavers that make your reticle turn red (don't waste ammo/gun heat by accidentally shooting at 
friendlies). Note that if you turn to the side too far, Marcus will automatically switch to the rockets. Pretty much every 
time an enemy reaver pulls up alongside you, it'll almost immediately go back to behind you so avoid accidentally 
toggling to the rockets because you'll just waste time switching weapons. 
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Before long, you get a checkpoint as the hydra re-appears. Hold your fire until the hydra latches onto your reaver, at 
which point you can unload machinegun fire into the hydra's grabby arm to severe it, sending the hydra back. When 
you've defended that attack, the hydra flies up in front of you so switch to the rockets to follow suit. Don't bother firing 
onto the hydra until it rears up and charges you—hold your aim just a bit below the hydra so that when it charges toward 
you you can let out a shot to intercept it. 

The hydra doesn't really do anything new beyond this. It'll launch some missile volleys like in the first encounter, so get 
ready to dodge around to avoid them. Repeat going back and forth between these patterns until the stage ends. 
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Take cover right away and dump just a couple of bullets into the reaver that lands in the clearing. It'll blow 
up quickly, leaving you to scour the yard for ammo before following the crew to the outer perimeter. You'll 
find the cogs fighting off locusts on the landing pad ahead. Run to the right, following the outer railing, and watch the 
ground. Near a box of ammo is the Cog Recon Report. 

You'll get a call from a chopper that's trying to touch down on the landing pad that's currently overrun with locusts. Start 
zapping the buggers with you Longshot. A reaver will land on the pad and once you've killed it and the rest of the 
baddies, turn right and follow the other cogs through a door that they open. 

To the left is another chopper landing pad that soon gets overrun by locusts. Start picking off the enemies with your 
sniper rifle and prepare for another reaver. When fighting the reaver, take note of the rhythm of its rocket firing. It's pretty 
regular, so you can time your popping out of cover and ducking again just when the reaver lanches another shot. 
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Follow the walkway to the right to get a checkpoint before moving into a garage area. There's loads of ammo to your left 
so stock up on Longshot rounds and then take cover along the outside wall of the garage. Fellow cogs are helping you 
out from both your garage and from the garage across the street. Fire down on the locusts on the street below and 
systematically take them out. 

Before too long, a boomer joins the fun on the left side. Wait for him to miss a shot before peeking out to line up a head 
shot. A bit later on, two reavers land on the left side of the street. Don't bother wasting your ammo against them—one of 
your friendly choppers lights 'em up for you. 
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Stock back up on ammo and head across the bridge to the garage across the street. Follow the path to the right until 
you reach a landing with a mounted turret overlooking the street below. Immediately man the turret and focus your 
shooting on the locusts that run fly-bys on your tower. Don't be too discouraged if you can't kill a locust before it flies 
away 'cause it'll be back and the damage seems to accrue. Some reavers will land on the street and they count toward 
your kill count but seem to take longer to kill than the flying guys, so if you've got a choice we suggest targeting the 
flyers. 

When you've finished defending the tower, give up the turret and go right. You'll meet up with Dom and 
another dude opens a gate for you, letting you out to the final defense scene. There are myriad mortar 
launchers on the ground so grab one and follow the railing to the right to find the Cog Tag CSID:911706-
DZUHO-JN on the floor by a box of ammo. Go back to the top of the outdoor deck and take aim at the swarm of locusts 
below. They're not much threat to you, so kill 'em however you please. 

Eventually a pair of grinders will enter the scene from either side of the street. Again, you're pretty safe where you are, 
so unload whatever you've got—Mulcher chaingun, mortar rounds, or Longshot sniper shots. Just make sure you save a 
few mortar rounds for the pair of brumaks that mark the final salvo of the locust horde. You definitely want to make sure 
you're not on the lower level of the deck for these guys—run to the top of the parapet walk. 
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Wait for the brumaks to get close enough that a long-range mortar round will hit 'em. Watch out for incoming missile 
arrays from the brumaks as they have a chance of hitting you even if you're behind cover. Use the large, round tower bit 
as protecting between lobbed mortar shots. When both brumaks are killed, the chapter ends. 

 

 

There's no messin' around in this chapter as you run into a tough battle right away. We suggest going to the left and 
taking cover behind the tree planter there. A box on your right will offer you cover on a second side, which is key for this 
battle. Use your Longshot and start picking off enemies that you can spot, especially the two snipers on the upper level 
of the building across the street. 
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While focusing on the enemies straight ahead, also be sure to occasionally watch your left and right as some guys will 
slip past Dom and flank you from the side (usually the right). Be ready to meet them with a chainsaw kill, though don't be 
surprised if they counter with one of their own. 

As you near the end of the battle, two flame grenadier enemies appear, one at either far side of the street. Try to target 
their backpacks with the sniper rifle for quick kills on each, and do not assume that Dom will take care of one of them. 
He usually won't. When you've killed the flame grenadiers, the battle should end. 

You can go either left or right around the building, and though the dialog between Marcus and Dom seems to suggest 
you need to split up it's not actually the case. Dom ended up going to the right while we were on the left side of the street 
in the previous battle, so we followed him to the right. There's an entrance to the building to the far right and just inside, 
behind a wall, is an open foyer with some locusts. Stay outside the foyer to fire on the locusts, especially with the flame 
grenadier shows up. Pop his tank. 
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When you've cleared the bottom of the foyer, go up the stairs and look for a couple more locusts which may be unaware 
of your presence (and ripe for a grenade). Kill them from the top of the stairs and then, before moving to their former 
location, look over the railing to the right. There's a massive foyer with stairs leading to the other end of the landing 
you're on now and a kantus present. Try to snipe the kantus from here or expect it to run in close to you via the stairway. 

After killing the kantus, you should be free to move further onto the landing so you can pick of the many shotgun-
wielding locusts in the massive foyer to the right. Make sure that none of them come up the stairs and catch you by 
surprise. 

Once you think you've cleared the foyer, move out to the top of the main stairway (another locust may be waiting there 
for you). It's at this time that a grinder enters the scene, marching into the foyer from the far side. He doesn't seem to try 
to get very close, though, so just take cover and take a couple of sniper shots to his head to bring him down, then run 
across the foyer, grab his Mulcher chaingun, and move out to the courtyard for a checkpoint. 
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Immediately drop the Mulcher (you'll want it later) and instead opt for the Longshot sniper rifle as the courtyard beyond 
fills with enemies. Take cover to the left (not in the rounded lookout in the center of your deck) and shoot first for the 
locust behind the Troika turret in the very center of the courtyard. 

 

 

Next, try to pick out the kantus that's usually holding up the rear of the locust attack. Killing him early will prevent tickers 
from sneaking up beside you later in the fight. Systematically snipe through the remaining locusts and try to save some 
Longshot bullets for a pair of maulers that later appear. 

The maulers come bearing wretches and each come from the far corners of the courtyard. Try to weaken the maulers 
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from afar and ignore the wretches until they get close, at which point you can deal them melee attacks for quick kills 
(though remember than the Lancer's melee attack won't be effective). If the maulers get near, backpedal away and try to 
group them together for a grenade toss to take them out. 

Now is when you want to grab the Mulcher chaingun you brought and carry it to the end of the rounded overlook we told 
you to avoid earlier. The doors at the far, far end of the courtyard open up as two bloodmounts charge in. Unload 
chaingun fire to destroy them from afar and avoid having them charge in close where you'll have a tough time with their 
one-hit kills. 

Grab one of the mauler's shields and proceed across the courtyard and through through doorway the bloodmounts 
opened up. The hallway beyond opens to Cooper Street which is currently under locust attack. You can run down the 
stairs and make a sharp left for cover behind some ruined cars, but you won't have much of a view of the locusts on the 
street, which include a large grinder. Instead, we suggest planting your shield at the top of the stairs and using it as 
cover while you look right and snipe the grinder dead. 
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It should be easy enough to clear the rest of the street on your own terms. When the street is empty, look 
around a wall to the far right for the Jacinto Sentinel Newspaper. Go to the end of the street for a 
branching path and the choice to go left or right. Go right, into the garage. 

Run upstairs and you may catch a locust by surprise that's sniping down at the street. Grab his ammo and continue 
through the building (we find no reason to waste ammo trying to help Dom below) until you hit ht egarage. Take cover 
quickly as a group of locusts collect on the other side of a chainlink fence, including one flame grenadier. With the group 
so tightly packed, a single grenade can wipe 'em out (and yeah, a grenade goes through the fencing). 

Hop over the concrete barrier to the left and you can throw Dom a bone by kicking down a car that he can use as cover. 
Move to the end of the garage and a downward slope will let you hit the streets to regroup with Dom. Watch for any 
unkilled locusts, especially a pair that come from an alley directly across the street. 
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After dealing with the alley dwellers, look right for a grinder at the end of Cooper. Listen for the shriek of his heating 
chaingun and when it stops you know that the gun is overheated and you can peek out for a sniper shot to the grinder's 
dome. When the grinder's dead, go just past his corpse and look for the Hammer of Dawn weapon on the ground. 

 

 

You immediately get a chance to check out the power of the Hammer. Take cover to the right and start zapping the petty 
locusts on the street. When they're dead, a reaver drops down to the right so start prepping the Hammer early so you 
can kill it quickly. With the reaver dead, a building at the end of the street collapses and in its smokey wake appear a 
number of new locusts. 
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Target the right first to take out a mauler that emerges from the rubble and then worry about the petty locusts elsewhere 
behind cover. When they're dead, move to the end of the street and through a hole in a building to your left for a 
checkpoint. 

Just after the checkpoint, look to the left for a gash in the side of the building. In the newly-formed alcove 
is Cog Tag CSID:444526-MI2K9-3B. Go to the end of the street to trigger a cut scene that segues into 
the next chapter. 

 

 

A quick note: The game lists there being two collectibles in Tenuous Footing, though the first is actually the second 
collectible in Free Parking. If you didn't grab it before the Tenuous Footing chapter started, turn around and go back to a 
gash in the side of a building where you'll find the secret collectible. 

2 / 2
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The road doesn't so much continue ahead. Go to the right and Marcus will automatically jump into the seat of a crane 
cockpit. Guide the crane's cargo to the left and then down as far as you can go so that Dom can hop aboard. Then carry 
him to the far right and bring him down as far as the crane'll go. Dom hop's off and you get ejected from the cockpit. 

Go to the left and start using the Hammer of Dawn to wipe out the locusts on the rooftops across the chasm. Dom 
eventually knocks down a crane arm that you can use to cross to the rooftops and regroup with Dom, though we 
suggest staying put until you've killed everything that moves. 

After you've crossed the crane arm, turn right and start to go down some stairs but don't follow them to the bottom. 
Instead, take cover mid-way down the stairs and watch the edge of the rooftop below. Locust grappling hooks will cling 
to the edge as the enemies try to scramble up, though you can prep the Hammer of Dawn to make sure they never get a 
chance to fight back. Stay where you are until a mauler comes cruising across a walkway to the right and give him the 
same treatment. Oh, the reaver too. 
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Head down the ramp past the mauler's corpse and consider grabbing his shield. Just around the corner, you'll find a few 
tickers and a flame grenadier, all of which are easier to deal with using the shield (remember, the shield will absorb the 
full blast of the tickers). 

Just around the corner to the left, as the path leads into and out of a small building, watch for a lone locust outdoors. Go 
down the thin wood ramp to right and you'll see more grappling hooks appear around the edge of the rooftop. Again, go 
to prepping the Hammer of Dawn to keep the buggers down before they can really get up. 

When all the rooftop enemies are dead, the building top collapses (with you on it!) and you hit a 
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checkpoint. Just outside the window of the building your in is a group of locusts including one with a flame 
thrower. Take cover indoors (or behind a shield if you're still lugging it around) and use the Hammer of 
Dawn to melt 'em away. Mantle over the window sill to the deck outside and look for the Stranded's 
Journal of Russell on the ground in the corner. 

Find the stairs that lead to a lower level and you'll likely find a remaining locust or two on the adjacent building top. Drill 
them with gunfire if they're under cover, but if they're in the open you can feel free to Hammer them. Go down to the 
rooftop for a checkpoint and Marcus will suggest cutting some chains that are holding up a teetering tower. 

 

 

You can just melee through the chains to break 'em if you don't have a Lancer handy. A couple of locusts will show up 
on the rooftop that the tower connects you to and you can Hammer them from a distance before stepping into the 
confining passage. But before you can make it across, the tower collapses, leaving you near the surface of the sink hole. 

1 / 1
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Head toward the highlighted cavern entrance and just around the corner you'll find a kantus and another locust or two. 
The Hammer of Dawn still works so milk it while you've got it. You can go inside the building behind the dead kantus 
(and try in vain to kill the brumak outside) before a cut scene takes over and leaves you with a checkpoint. 

Though it's tough to tell, the heat of the burning building is killing you so you need to act quickly. Mantle over the beam 
to the right, turn left and run to another fallen beam you can hop over. Just ahead, against the wall, is a switch you can 
press to open up an elevator. Jump inside to escape the collapsing room. 

When the elevator doors open up again, mantle out of the box and watch for a stream of fire coming from a brumak just 
outside. Take cover against the wall to the left and use swat turns to pass between the few bits of remaining wall so that 
you can avoid getting drilled to instant death. Hop out of the room, turn left and look for a lone locust between you and 
the brumak. Kill it and you'll get a cut scene that wraps up the chapter. 
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There's not much strategy we can suggest for what follows, though you should take a second to learn the controls of the 
brumak. You've got two different guns, both of which contribute to the same heat meter. If the heat meter fills up 
completely, you'll have to cool down by holding the reload button before you can go back to shooting either your gattling 
guns or your missile launcher. Start marching forward and just shoot everything you see that moves. 

We suggest keeping your progress relatively slow so that you can make sure everything you pass is dead. If you leave 
an enemy behind—and it's easy to do so—you may end up getting shot from multiple angles. Watch out especially for 
boomers launching their rockets as its tough to see where their fire is coming from. Unlike the machinegun fire of other 
enemies. boomers' shots don't light up. 
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Expect all sorts of enemies, including reavers and Troika placements along the way. Of course, you'll want to focus first 
on killing the big things (Troikas are especially dangerous) before concerning yourself with the petty locusts. 

You'll get a number of checkpoints along the way after bashing through doors with the melee attack. And be ready to 
mash the melee button to defeat a corpser in a quick tug-of-war type battle. Near the end of the ride, you'll have to target 
and destroy three tall columns holding up the cavern. They're pretty obvious, though the third is far away and may be 
hard to spot between the first two. Before long, a cut scene takes over and leaves you with the final boss fight. 

You're in a chopper and have what seems to be a mega-powered Hammer of Dawn at your disposal. Simply aim it at the 
enemy—anywhere on the enemy—and hold the trigger. You'll get knocked around a bit and have to reset your aim, but 
there's really no danger of losing this battle and completing the game. 
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Gears of War 2 Secrets 

 

Collectibles

Tip of the Spear

2 Welcome to Delta

5 Desperation

2 Rolling Thunder

4 Roadblocks

13 TOTAL

Denizens

2 Indigenous Creatures

1 Disturbing Revelations

2 Sinking Feeling

1 Captivity

2 Intestinal Fortitude

8 TOTAL

Gathering Storm

3 Origins

2 Rude Awakening

1 Displacement

6 TOTAL

Hive

1 Priorities

1 Answers

2 Hornets' Nest

2 No Turning Back

2 The Best-Laid Plans

1 Royal Inquisition

9 TOTAL

Aftermath

2 Desperate Stand

2 Free Parking

1 Tenuous Footing

5 TOTAL
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Unlockables

Difficulty

INSANE DIFFICULTY Complete the game on any difficulty.

Multiplayer Characters

DIZZY WALLIN Complete Act 1 on any difficulty.

KANTUS Complete Act 2 on any difficulty.

TAI KALISO Complete Act 3 on any difficulty.

FLAME GRENADIER Complete Act 4 on any difficulty.

SKORGE Complete Act 5 on any difficulty.

ANTHONY CARMINE Earn any of the "Completed Act 1" achievements from the first Gears of War.

RAAM Earn the "A Dish Best Served Cold" achievement from the first Gears of War.

LT. MINH YOUNG KIM Earn the "A Time to Remember" achievement from the first Gears of War.
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